



SCENTA
Nebulizační Aroma Difuzér

Návod k použití

Max. Oil Capacity: 20ml       Size: 70*125mm

Input: DC-5V/1A                    Battery Capacity: 2000mAh

Rated Power: 1.5W               Net Weight: 300g

Removal: 

Push from the top and lift your finger 

until you hear a “tick” sound. The 

nozzle will stick out. You may simply 

pull it out to change / install a bottle 

of essential oil. 

Installation:

Screw the bottle to the nozzle, and 

then push the nozzle until you hear 

a “tick” sound. In order to install 

properly, look for the “▲▼” sign 
before you push the nozzle. 

Specifications

Q1: How to select the right essential oil?

Use 100% pure essential oils. Resin and thick oil are not 
recommended. Camphor tree, eaglewood and dried orange 
peel oils are prohibited.

Q2: When I change to a new oil, there is mixed smell 

coming from my previous oil. How do I clean the nozzle 

and the bottle? 

Fill the empty bottle with 5ml of 99% ethyl/ethanol alcohol. 
Shake to fully rinse the inner surface of the bottle and then 
empty it. Refill with another 5ml of ethyl/ethanol alcohol, 
and then run the device until the alcohol runs out.

Q3: I feel like it stops running sometimes, what has 

happened?

Please refer to section 4 for ‘mist level explained’. The 
device is able to automatically optimize atomizing/pausing 
according to mist level. 

Q4: How long does it take to fully charge the device?

Normally 3-5 hours. 

Bottle Installation5 7 FAQ8 Warning9

Thank you for choosing our waterless essential oil aroma 

diffuser. With the latest cold diffusion technology, it 

converts essential oil into nano vapor to approximately

1-3 microns without using heat or water. The diffusing 

process does not damage the molecular structure,

therefore maintaining its therapeutic properties for easier 

absorption into the body. It is easier, more hygienic 
and safer. We make it compact enough for you to fit it 

into your car cup holders so that you may take it with you 

wherever you go. 

As it is compatible with the majority of essential oil bottles 

available, it gives you the freedom to choose from a wide 

range of fragrances that soothe you, relax you, or refresh 

you in a variety of situations. Using it with sanitizing 

essential oils can improve unpleasant odors and help 

purify the air around it. 

Cautions What’s in the Box

Standard Oil Bottle Spare Kit

 20ml

Touch Button and Info Display

Inverted

Tilted

Diffuser Nozzle Charging Cable

USB-C

Overview1 2 3 4

Improper placement of the diffuser 
when an essential oil bottle is installed 
might cause oil leakage (eg. when the 
unit is tilted at an angle).

3-Level Mist Control
- Tap: set mist level
- Press & hold: turn on/off 
   ambient light 

Orange ambient lightBattery indicator

Timer settings:
- 1/2/4/6H 
- Tap: choose timer
- When the time is finished, the 
  diffuser will turn off. Press & hold 
   power button to turn it on. 

Ambient light indicatorNozzle1 4

2 5

3 6

DO NOT invert or tilt the device once the oil bottle is installed.

DO NOT use it with camphor tree, eaglewood and dried 

orange peel oils.

DO NOT attempt to disassemble the device.

For more quiet use, ensure the unit is 3 feet away.

Keep the device away from children and pets.

The more concentrated the oil, the less diffusing capability.

If you do not plan to use this device for an extended period 

of time, please store the device and the nozzle separately. 

Working Temperature: 4°–104°F / 0 – 40°C

Suggested room size: 300-500 sq. ft.
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This device is compatible with 5/10/15/20ml bottles. 
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Charging

As charging cycles increase, battery life will decrease.

PC/MAC USB port

You may charge from a 5V adapter, PC/MAC USB port, or 

USB interface within your vehicle. Please ensure the use of 

safety-certified charging accessories.
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7

Normal charging time: 3-5 hours. If the charging 

current is below 1A, it will take longer to fully charge

the device. 

Car USB port Adapter

70mm

12
5m

m

The display will turn off after 30s if no buttons are 

touched. You may tap any button to wake up the 

display. 

Power button

Press & hold for
approx. 1s to 
turn it on/off

Charging

Charging completed

Fully charge this diffuser before using it the first time.

Atomizer

User Manual

SCENTA 
Nebulizing Aroma Diffuser

Level 1

15 seconds of diffusing, then a pause of 165s

Mist Level Explained

Level 2

1 minute of diffusing, then a pause for 2 min

Level 3

2 minutes of diffusing, then a pause for 1 min

Low battery alert 

Blinks 10 times and then shuts down

Battery running normally 

Stays green

Ambient light on

5

If you have any questions or concerns about your new product, 
please feel free to contact our Customer Service Team.

CUSTOMER SUPPORT

support@airversa.com

www.airversa.com
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Přehled

Děkujeme, že jste si vybrali náš aroma difuzér, který se dá 
použít bez vody jen s použitím esenciálního oleje. Díky 
nejnovější technologii studené difúze přeměňuje esenciální 
olej na nano páru o velikosti přibližně 1-3 mikronů bez 
použití tepla nebo vody. Proces difuze nepoškozuje 
molekulární strukturu, a proto si snadněji zachovává své 
terapeutické vlastnosti a snadnější vstřebávání do těla. Je 
to snadnější, hygienické a bezpečné. Je vyroben tak, aby 
byl dostatečně skladný, můžete ho umístit do držáků na 
nápoje v autě a vzít ho kamkoliv s sebou.

Jelikož je kompatibilní s většinou dostupných lahviček s 
esenciálními oleji, dává vám svobodu vybrat si ze široké 
škály vůní, které vás uklidní, uvolní nebo osvěží v různých 
situacích. Použití s dezinfekčními esenciálními oleji může 
zlepšit nepříjemné pachy a pomoci vyčistit vzduch kolem 
vás.

Varování

• Nepřevracejte a nenaklánějte olejový difuzér, jakmile ho 
umístíte na místo.

• Nepožívejte kafrový olej, eaglewood olej a olej ze sušené 
pomerančové kůry.

• Nepokoušejte se zařízení rozmontovat.
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process does not damage the molecular structure,

therefore maintaining its therapeutic properties for easier 

absorption into the body. It is easier, more hygienic 
and safer. We make it compact enough for you to fit it 

into your car cup holders so that you may take it with you 

wherever you go. 

As it is compatible with the majority of essential oil bottles 

available, it gives you the freedom to choose from a wide 

range of fragrances that soothe you, relax you, or refresh 

you in a variety of situations. Using it with sanitizing 

essential oils can improve unpleasant odors and help 

purify the air around it. 

Cautions What’s in the Box

Standard Oil Bottle Spare Kit

 20ml

Touch Button and Info Display

Inverted

Tilted

Diffuser Nozzle Charging Cable

USB-C

Overview1 2 3 4

Improper placement of the diffuser 
when an essential oil bottle is installed 
might cause oil leakage (eg. when the 
unit is tilted at an angle).

3-Level Mist Control
- Tap: set mist level
- Press & hold: turn on/off 
   ambient light 

Orange ambient lightBattery indicator

Timer settings:
- 1/2/4/6H 
- Tap: choose timer
- When the time is finished, the 
  diffuser will turn off. Press & hold 
   power button to turn it on. 

Ambient light indicatorNozzle1 4

2 5

3 6

DO NOT invert or tilt the device once the oil bottle is installed.

DO NOT use it with camphor tree, eaglewood and dried 

orange peel oils.

DO NOT attempt to disassemble the device.

For more quiet use, ensure the unit is 3 feet away.

Keep the device away from children and pets.

The more concentrated the oil, the less diffusing capability.

If you do not plan to use this device for an extended period 

of time, please store the device and the nozzle separately. 

Working Temperature: 4°–104°F / 0 – 40°C

Suggested room size: 300-500 sq. ft.
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This device is compatible with 5/10/15/20ml bottles. 
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Charging

As charging cycles increase, battery life will decrease.

PC/MAC USB port

You may charge from a 5V adapter, PC/MAC USB port, or 

USB interface within your vehicle. Please ensure the use of 

safety-certified charging accessories.

6

7

Normal charging time: 3-5 hours. If the charging 

current is below 1A, it will take longer to fully charge

the device. 

Car USB port Adapter

70mm

12
5m

m

The display will turn off after 30s if no buttons are 

touched. You may tap any button to wake up the 

display. 

Power button

Press & hold for
approx. 1s to 
turn it on/off

Charging

Charging completed

Fully charge this diffuser before using it the first time.
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User Manual
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Nebulizing Aroma Diffuser

Level 1

15 seconds of diffusing, then a pause of 165s

Mist Level Explained

Level 2

1 minute of diffusing, then a pause for 2 min

Level 3

2 minutes of diffusing, then a pause for 1 min

Low battery alert 

Blinks 10 times and then shuts down

Battery running normally 

Stays green

Ambient light on
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Max. Oil Capacity: 20ml       Size: 70*125mm

Input: DC-5V/1A                    Battery Capacity: 2000mAh

Rated Power: 1.5W               Net Weight: 300g

Removal: 

Push from the top and lift your finger 

until you hear a “tick” sound. The 

nozzle will stick out. You may simply 

pull it out to change / install a bottle 

of essential oil. 

Installation:

Screw the bottle to the nozzle, and 

then push the nozzle until you hear 

a “tick” sound. In order to install 

properly, look for the “▲▼” sign 
before you push the nozzle. 

Specifications

Q1: How to select the right essential oil?

Use 100% pure essential oils. Resin and thick oil are not 
recommended. Camphor tree, eaglewood and dried orange 
peel oils are prohibited.

Q2: When I change to a new oil, there is mixed smell 

coming from my previous oil. How do I clean the nozzle 

and the bottle? 

Fill the empty bottle with 5ml of 99% ethyl/ethanol alcohol. 
Shake to fully rinse the inner surface of the bottle and then 
empty it. Refill with another 5ml of ethyl/ethanol alcohol, 
and then run the device until the alcohol runs out.

Q3: I feel like it stops running sometimes, what has 

happened?

Please refer to section 4 for ‘mist level explained’. The 
device is able to automatically optimize atomizing/pausing 
according to mist level. 

Q4: How long does it take to fully charge the device?

Normally 3-5 hours. 

Bottle Installation5 7 FAQ8 Warning9

Thank you for choosing our waterless essential oil aroma 

diffuser. With the latest cold diffusion technology, it 

converts essential oil into nano vapor to approximately

1-3 microns without using heat or water. The diffusing 

process does not damage the molecular structure,

therefore maintaining its therapeutic properties for easier 

absorption into the body. It is easier, more hygienic 
and safer. We make it compact enough for you to fit it 

into your car cup holders so that you may take it with you 

wherever you go. 

As it is compatible with the majority of essential oil bottles 

available, it gives you the freedom to choose from a wide 

range of fragrances that soothe you, relax you, or refresh 

you in a variety of situations. Using it with sanitizing 

essential oils can improve unpleasant odors and help 

purify the air around it. 

Cautions What’s in the Box

Standard Oil Bottle Spare Kit

 20ml

Touch Button and Info Display

Inverted

Tilted

Diffuser Nozzle Charging Cable

USB-C

Overview1 2 3 4

Improper placement of the diffuser 
when an essential oil bottle is installed 
might cause oil leakage (eg. when the 
unit is tilted at an angle).

3-Level Mist Control
- Tap: set mist level
- Press & hold: turn on/off 
   ambient light 

Orange ambient lightBattery indicator

Timer settings:
- 1/2/4/6H 
- Tap: choose timer
- When the time is finished, the 
  diffuser will turn off. Press & hold 
   power button to turn it on. 

Ambient light indicatorNozzle1 4

2 5

3 6

DO NOT invert or tilt the device once the oil bottle is installed.

DO NOT use it with camphor tree, eaglewood and dried 

orange peel oils.

DO NOT attempt to disassemble the device.

For more quiet use, ensure the unit is 3 feet away.

Keep the device away from children and pets.

The more concentrated the oil, the less diffusing capability.

If you do not plan to use this device for an extended period 

of time, please store the device and the nozzle separately. 

Working Temperature: 4°–104°F / 0 – 40°C

Suggested room size: 300-500 sq. ft.
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This device is compatible with 5/10/15/20ml bottles. 
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Charging

As charging cycles increase, battery life will decrease.

PC/MAC USB port

You may charge from a 5V adapter, PC/MAC USB port, or 

USB interface within your vehicle. Please ensure the use of 

safety-certified charging accessories.

6

7

Normal charging time: 3-5 hours. If the charging 

current is below 1A, it will take longer to fully charge

the device. 

Car USB port Adapter

70mm

12
5m

m

The display will turn off after 30s if no buttons are 

touched. You may tap any button to wake up the 

display. 

Power button

Press & hold for
approx. 1s to 
turn it on/off

Charging

Charging completed

Fully charge this diffuser before using it the first time.
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Level 1

15 seconds of diffusing, then a pause of 165s

Mist Level Explained

Level 2

1 minute of diffusing, then a pause for 2 min

Level 3

2 minutes of diffusing, then a pause for 1 min

Low battery alert 

Blinks 10 times and then shuts down

Battery running normally 

Stays green

Ambient light on
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• Pro tišší použití umístěte přístroj do vzdálenosti 90 cm 
od vás.

• Udržujte zařízení z dosahu dětí a vašich mazlíčků.
• Čím více je olej koncentrovanější, tím má menší difuzní 

schopnost.
• Pokud přístroj nepoužíváte nějakou dobu, prosím  

uskladněte zařízení a trysku odděleně.
• Pracovní teplota: 0-40°C / 4°-104°F
• Doporučovaná velikost pokoje: do 60 m² 

Obrácený

Max. Oil Capacity: 20ml       Size: 70*125mm

Input: DC-5V/1A                    Battery Capacity: 2000mAh

Rated Power: 1.5W               Net Weight: 300g

Removal: 

Push from the top and lift your finger 

until you hear a “tick” sound. The 

nozzle will stick out. You may simply 

pull it out to change / install a bottle 

of essential oil. 

Installation:

Screw the bottle to the nozzle, and 

then push the nozzle until you hear 

a “tick” sound. In order to install 

properly, look for the “▲▼” sign 
before you push the nozzle. 

Specifications

Q1: How to select the right essential oil?

Use 100% pure essential oils. Resin and thick oil are not 
recommended. Camphor tree, eaglewood and dried orange 
peel oils are prohibited.

Q2: When I change to a new oil, there is mixed smell 

coming from my previous oil. How do I clean the nozzle 

and the bottle? 

Fill the empty bottle with 5ml of 99% ethyl/ethanol alcohol. 
Shake to fully rinse the inner surface of the bottle and then 
empty it. Refill with another 5ml of ethyl/ethanol alcohol, 
and then run the device until the alcohol runs out.

Q3: I feel like it stops running sometimes, what has 

happened?

Please refer to section 4 for ‘mist level explained’. The 
device is able to automatically optimize atomizing/pausing 
according to mist level. 

Q4: How long does it take to fully charge the device?

Normally 3-5 hours. 

Bottle Installation5 7 FAQ8 Warning9

Thank you for choosing our waterless essential oil aroma 

diffuser. With the latest cold diffusion technology, it 

converts essential oil into nano vapor to approximately

1-3 microns without using heat or water. The diffusing 

process does not damage the molecular structure,

therefore maintaining its therapeutic properties for easier 

absorption into the body. It is easier, more hygienic 
and safer. We make it compact enough for you to fit it 

into your car cup holders so that you may take it with you 

wherever you go. 

As it is compatible with the majority of essential oil bottles 

available, it gives you the freedom to choose from a wide 

range of fragrances that soothe you, relax you, or refresh 

you in a variety of situations. Using it with sanitizing 

essential oils can improve unpleasant odors and help 

purify the air around it. 

Cautions What’s in the Box

Standard Oil Bottle Spare Kit

 20ml

Touch Button and Info Display

Inverted

Tilted

Diffuser Nozzle Charging Cable

USB-C

Overview1 2 3 4

Improper placement of the diffuser 
when an essential oil bottle is installed 
might cause oil leakage (eg. when the 
unit is tilted at an angle).

3-Level Mist Control
- Tap: set mist level
- Press & hold: turn on/off 
   ambient light 

Orange ambient lightBattery indicator

Timer settings:
- 1/2/4/6H 
- Tap: choose timer
- When the time is finished, the 
  diffuser will turn off. Press & hold 
   power button to turn it on. 

Ambient light indicatorNozzle1 4

2 5

3 6

DO NOT invert or tilt the device once the oil bottle is installed.

DO NOT use it with camphor tree, eaglewood and dried 

orange peel oils.

DO NOT attempt to disassemble the device.

For more quiet use, ensure the unit is 3 feet away.

Keep the device away from children and pets.

The more concentrated the oil, the less diffusing capability.

If you do not plan to use this device for an extended period 

of time, please store the device and the nozzle separately. 

Working Temperature: 4°–104°F / 0 – 40°C

Suggested room size: 300-500 sq. ft.
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This device is compatible with 5/10/15/20ml bottles. 
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Charging

As charging cycles increase, battery life will decrease.

PC/MAC USB port

You may charge from a 5V adapter, PC/MAC USB port, or 

USB interface within your vehicle. Please ensure the use of 

safety-certified charging accessories.

6

7

Normal charging time: 3-5 hours. If the charging 

current is below 1A, it will take longer to fully charge

the device. 

Car USB port Adapter

70mm

12
5m

m

The display will turn off after 30s if no buttons are 

touched. You may tap any button to wake up the 

display. 

Power button

Press & hold for
approx. 1s to 
turn it on/off

Charging

Charging completed

Fully charge this diffuser before using it the first time.
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Nebulizing Aroma Diffuser

Level 1

15 seconds of diffusing, then a pause of 165s

Mist Level Explained

Level 2

1 minute of diffusing, then a pause for 2 min

Level 3

2 minutes of diffusing, then a pause for 1 min

Low battery alert 

Blinks 10 times and then shuts down

Battery running normally 

Stays green

Ambient light on
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Nakloněný



Balení obsahuje

Difuzér Trysku   Nabíjecí kabel

Standartní olejovou nádobu Náhradní sadu

Max. Oil Capacity: 20ml       Size: 70*125mm

Input: DC-5V/1A                    Battery Capacity: 2000mAh

Rated Power: 1.5W               Net Weight: 300g

Removal: 

Push from the top and lift your finger 

until you hear a “tick” sound. The 

nozzle will stick out. You may simply 

pull it out to change / install a bottle 

of essential oil. 

Installation:

Screw the bottle to the nozzle, and 

then push the nozzle until you hear 

a “tick” sound. In order to install 

properly, look for the “▲▼” sign 
before you push the nozzle. 

Specifications

Q1: How to select the right essential oil?

Use 100% pure essential oils. Resin and thick oil are not 
recommended. Camphor tree, eaglewood and dried orange 
peel oils are prohibited.

Q2: When I change to a new oil, there is mixed smell 

coming from my previous oil. How do I clean the nozzle 

and the bottle? 

Fill the empty bottle with 5ml of 99% ethyl/ethanol alcohol. 
Shake to fully rinse the inner surface of the bottle and then 
empty it. Refill with another 5ml of ethyl/ethanol alcohol, 
and then run the device until the alcohol runs out.

Q3: I feel like it stops running sometimes, what has 

happened?

Please refer to section 4 for ‘mist level explained’. The 
device is able to automatically optimize atomizing/pausing 
according to mist level. 

Q4: How long does it take to fully charge the device?

Normally 3-5 hours. 

Bottle Installation5 7 FAQ8 Warning9

Thank you for choosing our waterless essential oil aroma 

diffuser. With the latest cold diffusion technology, it 

converts essential oil into nano vapor to approximately

1-3 microns without using heat or water. The diffusing 

process does not damage the molecular structure,

therefore maintaining its therapeutic properties for easier 

absorption into the body. It is easier, more hygienic 
and safer. We make it compact enough for you to fit it 

into your car cup holders so that you may take it with you 

wherever you go. 

As it is compatible with the majority of essential oil bottles 

available, it gives you the freedom to choose from a wide 

range of fragrances that soothe you, relax you, or refresh 

you in a variety of situations. Using it with sanitizing 

essential oils can improve unpleasant odors and help 

purify the air around it. 

Cautions What’s in the Box

Standard Oil Bottle Spare Kit

 20ml

Touch Button and Info Display

Inverted

Tilted

Diffuser Nozzle Charging Cable

USB-C

Overview1 2 3 4

Improper placement of the diffuser 
when an essential oil bottle is installed 
might cause oil leakage (eg. when the 
unit is tilted at an angle).

3-Level Mist Control
- Tap: set mist level
- Press & hold: turn on/off 
   ambient light 

Orange ambient lightBattery indicator

Timer settings:
- 1/2/4/6H 
- Tap: choose timer
- When the time is finished, the 
  diffuser will turn off. Press & hold 
   power button to turn it on. 

Ambient light indicatorNozzle1 4

2 5

3 6

DO NOT invert or tilt the device once the oil bottle is installed.

DO NOT use it with camphor tree, eaglewood and dried 

orange peel oils.

DO NOT attempt to disassemble the device.

For more quiet use, ensure the unit is 3 feet away.

Keep the device away from children and pets.

The more concentrated the oil, the less diffusing capability.

If you do not plan to use this device for an extended period 

of time, please store the device and the nozzle separately. 

Working Temperature: 4°–104°F / 0 – 40°C

Suggested room size: 300-500 sq. ft.
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This device is compatible with 5/10/15/20ml bottles. 
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Charging

As charging cycles increase, battery life will decrease.

PC/MAC USB port

You may charge from a 5V adapter, PC/MAC USB port, or 

USB interface within your vehicle. Please ensure the use of 

safety-certified charging accessories.

6

7

Normal charging time: 3-5 hours. If the charging 

current is below 1A, it will take longer to fully charge

the device. 

Car USB port Adapter

70mm

12
5m

m

The display will turn off after 30s if no buttons are 

touched. You may tap any button to wake up the 

display. 

Power button

Press & hold for
approx. 1s to 
turn it on/off

Charging

Charging completed

Fully charge this diffuser before using it the first time.

Atomizer

User Manual

SCENTA 
Nebulizing Aroma Diffuser

Level 1

15 seconds of diffusing, then a pause of 165s

Mist Level Explained

Level 2

1 minute of diffusing, then a pause for 2 min

Level 3

2 minutes of diffusing, then a pause for 1 min

Low battery alert 

Blinks 10 times and then shuts down

Battery running normally 

Stays green

Ambient light on
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Max. Oil Capacity: 20ml       Size: 70*125mm

Input: DC-5V/1A                    Battery Capacity: 2000mAh

Rated Power: 1.5W               Net Weight: 300g

Removal: 

Push from the top and lift your finger 

until you hear a “tick” sound. The 

nozzle will stick out. You may simply 

pull it out to change / install a bottle 

of essential oil. 

Installation:

Screw the bottle to the nozzle, and 

then push the nozzle until you hear 

a “tick” sound. In order to install 

properly, look for the “▲▼” sign 
before you push the nozzle. 

Specifications

Q1: How to select the right essential oil?

Use 100% pure essential oils. Resin and thick oil are not 
recommended. Camphor tree, eaglewood and dried orange 
peel oils are prohibited.

Q2: When I change to a new oil, there is mixed smell 

coming from my previous oil. How do I clean the nozzle 

and the bottle? 

Fill the empty bottle with 5ml of 99% ethyl/ethanol alcohol. 
Shake to fully rinse the inner surface of the bottle and then 
empty it. Refill with another 5ml of ethyl/ethanol alcohol, 
and then run the device until the alcohol runs out.

Q3: I feel like it stops running sometimes, what has 

happened?

Please refer to section 4 for ‘mist level explained’. The 
device is able to automatically optimize atomizing/pausing 
according to mist level. 

Q4: How long does it take to fully charge the device?

Normally 3-5 hours. 

Bottle Installation5 7 FAQ8 Warning9

Thank you for choosing our waterless essential oil aroma 

diffuser. With the latest cold diffusion technology, it 

converts essential oil into nano vapor to approximately

1-3 microns without using heat or water. The diffusing 

process does not damage the molecular structure,

therefore maintaining its therapeutic properties for easier 

absorption into the body. It is easier, more hygienic 
and safer. We make it compact enough for you to fit it 

into your car cup holders so that you may take it with you 

wherever you go. 

As it is compatible with the majority of essential oil bottles 

available, it gives you the freedom to choose from a wide 

range of fragrances that soothe you, relax you, or refresh 

you in a variety of situations. Using it with sanitizing 

essential oils can improve unpleasant odors and help 

purify the air around it. 

Cautions What’s in the Box

Standard Oil Bottle Spare Kit

 20ml

Touch Button and Info Display

Inverted

Tilted

Diffuser Nozzle Charging Cable

USB-C

Overview1 2 3 4

Improper placement of the diffuser 
when an essential oil bottle is installed 
might cause oil leakage (eg. when the 
unit is tilted at an angle).

3-Level Mist Control
- Tap: set mist level
- Press & hold: turn on/off 
   ambient light 

Orange ambient lightBattery indicator

Timer settings:
- 1/2/4/6H 
- Tap: choose timer
- When the time is finished, the 
  diffuser will turn off. Press & hold 
   power button to turn it on. 

Ambient light indicatorNozzle1 4

2 5

3 6

DO NOT invert or tilt the device once the oil bottle is installed.

DO NOT use it with camphor tree, eaglewood and dried 

orange peel oils.

DO NOT attempt to disassemble the device.

For more quiet use, ensure the unit is 3 feet away.

Keep the device away from children and pets.

The more concentrated the oil, the less diffusing capability.

If you do not plan to use this device for an extended period 

of time, please store the device and the nozzle separately. 

Working Temperature: 4°–104°F / 0 – 40°C

Suggested room size: 300-500 sq. ft.
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4

This device is compatible with 5/10/15/20ml bottles. 
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Charging

As charging cycles increase, battery life will decrease.

PC/MAC USB port

You may charge from a 5V adapter, PC/MAC USB port, or 

USB interface within your vehicle. Please ensure the use of 

safety-certified charging accessories.

6

7

Normal charging time: 3-5 hours. If the charging 

current is below 1A, it will take longer to fully charge

the device. 

Car USB port Adapter

70mm

12
5m

m

The display will turn off after 30s if no buttons are 

touched. You may tap any button to wake up the 

display. 

Power button

Press & hold for
approx. 1s to 
turn it on/off

Charging

Charging completed

Fully charge this diffuser before using it the first time.

Atomizer

User Manual

SCENTA 
Nebulizing Aroma Diffuser

Level 1

15 seconds of diffusing, then a pause of 165s

Mist Level Explained

Level 2

1 minute of diffusing, then a pause for 2 min

Level 3

2 minutes of diffusing, then a pause for 1 min

Low battery alert 

Blinks 10 times and then shuts down

Battery running normally 

Stays green

Ambient light on

5
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Max. Oil Capacity: 20ml       Size: 70*125mm

Input: DC-5V/1A                    Battery Capacity: 2000mAh

Rated Power: 1.5W               Net Weight: 300g

Removal: 

Push from the top and lift your finger 

until you hear a “tick” sound. The 

nozzle will stick out. You may simply 

pull it out to change / install a bottle 

of essential oil. 

Installation:

Screw the bottle to the nozzle, and 

then push the nozzle until you hear 

a “tick” sound. In order to install 

properly, look for the “▲▼” sign 
before you push the nozzle. 

Specifications

Q1: How to select the right essential oil?

Use 100% pure essential oils. Resin and thick oil are not 
recommended. Camphor tree, eaglewood and dried orange 
peel oils are prohibited.

Q2: When I change to a new oil, there is mixed smell 

coming from my previous oil. How do I clean the nozzle 

and the bottle? 

Fill the empty bottle with 5ml of 99% ethyl/ethanol alcohol. 
Shake to fully rinse the inner surface of the bottle and then 
empty it. Refill with another 5ml of ethyl/ethanol alcohol, 
and then run the device until the alcohol runs out.

Q3: I feel like it stops running sometimes, what has 

happened?

Please refer to section 4 for ‘mist level explained’. The 
device is able to automatically optimize atomizing/pausing 
according to mist level. 

Q4: How long does it take to fully charge the device?

Normally 3-5 hours. 

Bottle Installation5 7 FAQ8 Warning9

Thank you for choosing our waterless essential oil aroma 

diffuser. With the latest cold diffusion technology, it 

converts essential oil into nano vapor to approximately

1-3 microns without using heat or water. The diffusing 

process does not damage the molecular structure,

therefore maintaining its therapeutic properties for easier 

absorption into the body. It is easier, more hygienic 
and safer. We make it compact enough for you to fit it 

into your car cup holders so that you may take it with you 

wherever you go. 

As it is compatible with the majority of essential oil bottles 

available, it gives you the freedom to choose from a wide 

range of fragrances that soothe you, relax you, or refresh 

you in a variety of situations. Using it with sanitizing 

essential oils can improve unpleasant odors and help 

purify the air around it. 

Cautions What’s in the Box

Standard Oil Bottle Spare Kit

 20ml

Touch Button and Info Display

Inverted

Tilted

Diffuser Nozzle Charging Cable

USB-C

Overview1 2 3 4

Improper placement of the diffuser 
when an essential oil bottle is installed 
might cause oil leakage (eg. when the 
unit is tilted at an angle).

3-Level Mist Control
- Tap: set mist level
- Press & hold: turn on/off 
   ambient light 

Orange ambient lightBattery indicator

Timer settings:
- 1/2/4/6H 
- Tap: choose timer
- When the time is finished, the 
  diffuser will turn off. Press & hold 
   power button to turn it on. 

Ambient light indicatorNozzle1 4

2 5

3 6

DO NOT invert or tilt the device once the oil bottle is installed.

DO NOT use it with camphor tree, eaglewood and dried 

orange peel oils.

DO NOT attempt to disassemble the device.

For more quiet use, ensure the unit is 3 feet away.

Keep the device away from children and pets.

The more concentrated the oil, the less diffusing capability.

If you do not plan to use this device for an extended period 

of time, please store the device and the nozzle separately. 

Working Temperature: 4°–104°F / 0 – 40°C

Suggested room size: 300-500 sq. ft.
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This device is compatible with 5/10/15/20ml bottles. 
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Charging

As charging cycles increase, battery life will decrease.

PC/MAC USB port

You may charge from a 5V adapter, PC/MAC USB port, or 

USB interface within your vehicle. Please ensure the use of 

safety-certified charging accessories.

6

7

Normal charging time: 3-5 hours. If the charging 

current is below 1A, it will take longer to fully charge

the device. 

Car USB port Adapter

70mm

12
5m

m
The display will turn off after 30s if no buttons are 

touched. You may tap any button to wake up the 

display. 

Power button

Press & hold for
approx. 1s to 
turn it on/off

Charging

Charging completed

Fully charge this diffuser before using it the first time.
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Nebulizing Aroma Diffuser

Level 1

15 seconds of diffusing, then a pause of 165s

Mist Level Explained

Level 2

1 minute of diffusing, then a pause for 2 min

Level 3

2 minutes of diffusing, then a pause for 1 min

Low battery alert 

Blinks 10 times and then shuts down

Battery running normally 

Stays green

Ambient light on
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Dotykové tlačítko a Informační display

• Pokud se nedotknete tlačítka display se vypne po 30 
sekundách. Klepněte na libovolné tlačítko a probuďte 
display.

Power tlačítko

Zmáčkněte a držte  
tlačítko po cca 1 
sekundu pro zapnutí 
On/Off

1 Tryska 4 Indikátor okolního světla
2 Indikátor baterie 5 Oranžové světlo
3 3-stupně mlhy 6 Časovač:
 -Ťukněte: nastavte level mlhy  - 1/2/4/6 hodin
 - Zmáčkněte a držte: zapnete/vypnete  - Ťukněte: vyberte časovač
    okolní světlo  - Když čas doběhne, difuzér se vypne.

   Zmáčkněte a držte Power tlačítko pro
   zapnutí.

Max. Oil Capacity: 20ml       Size: 70*125mm

Input: DC-5V/1A                    Battery Capacity: 2000mAh

Rated Power: 1.5W               Net Weight: 300g

Removal: 

Push from the top and lift your finger 

until you hear a “tick” sound. The 

nozzle will stick out. You may simply 

pull it out to change / install a bottle 

of essential oil. 

Installation:

Screw the bottle to the nozzle, and 

then push the nozzle until you hear 

a “tick” sound. In order to install 

properly, look for the “▲▼” sign 
before you push the nozzle. 

Specifications

Q1: How to select the right essential oil?

Use 100% pure essential oils. Resin and thick oil are not 
recommended. Camphor tree, eaglewood and dried orange 
peel oils are prohibited.

Q2: When I change to a new oil, there is mixed smell 

coming from my previous oil. How do I clean the nozzle 

and the bottle? 

Fill the empty bottle with 5ml of 99% ethyl/ethanol alcohol. 
Shake to fully rinse the inner surface of the bottle and then 
empty it. Refill with another 5ml of ethyl/ethanol alcohol, 
and then run the device until the alcohol runs out.

Q3: I feel like it stops running sometimes, what has 

happened?

Please refer to section 4 for ‘mist level explained’. The 
device is able to automatically optimize atomizing/pausing 
according to mist level. 

Q4: How long does it take to fully charge the device?

Normally 3-5 hours. 

Bottle Installation5 7 FAQ8 Warning9

Thank you for choosing our waterless essential oil aroma 

diffuser. With the latest cold diffusion technology, it 

converts essential oil into nano vapor to approximately

1-3 microns without using heat or water. The diffusing 

process does not damage the molecular structure,

therefore maintaining its therapeutic properties for easier 

absorption into the body. It is easier, more hygienic 
and safer. We make it compact enough for you to fit it 

into your car cup holders so that you may take it with you 

wherever you go. 

As it is compatible with the majority of essential oil bottles 

available, it gives you the freedom to choose from a wide 

range of fragrances that soothe you, relax you, or refresh 

you in a variety of situations. Using it with sanitizing 

essential oils can improve unpleasant odors and help 

purify the air around it. 

Cautions What’s in the Box

Standard Oil Bottle Spare Kit

 20ml

Touch Button and Info Display

Inverted

Tilted

Diffuser Nozzle Charging Cable

USB-C

Overview1 2 3 4

Improper placement of the diffuser 
when an essential oil bottle is installed 
might cause oil leakage (eg. when the 
unit is tilted at an angle).

3-Level Mist Control
- Tap: set mist level
- Press & hold: turn on/off 
   ambient light 

Orange ambient lightBattery indicator

Timer settings:
- 1/2/4/6H 
- Tap: choose timer
- When the time is finished, the 
  diffuser will turn off. Press & hold 
   power button to turn it on. 

Ambient light indicatorNozzle1 4

2 5

3 6

DO NOT invert or tilt the device once the oil bottle is installed.

DO NOT use it with camphor tree, eaglewood and dried 

orange peel oils.

DO NOT attempt to disassemble the device.

For more quiet use, ensure the unit is 3 feet away.

Keep the device away from children and pets.

The more concentrated the oil, the less diffusing capability.

If you do not plan to use this device for an extended period 

of time, please store the device and the nozzle separately. 

Working Temperature: 4°–104°F / 0 – 40°C

Suggested room size: 300-500 sq. ft.
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This device is compatible with 5/10/15/20ml bottles. 
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Charging

As charging cycles increase, battery life will decrease.

PC/MAC USB port

You may charge from a 5V adapter, PC/MAC USB port, or 

USB interface within your vehicle. Please ensure the use of 

safety-certified charging accessories.

6

7

Normal charging time: 3-5 hours. If the charging 

current is below 1A, it will take longer to fully charge

the device. 

Car USB port Adapter

70mm

12
5m

m

The display will turn off after 30s if no buttons are 

touched. You may tap any button to wake up the 

display. 

Power button

Press & hold for
approx. 1s to 
turn it on/off

Charging

Charging completed

Fully charge this diffuser before using it the first time.
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15 seconds of diffusing, then a pause of 165s

Mist Level Explained

Level 2

1 minute of diffusing, then a pause for 2 min

Level 3

2 minutes of diffusing, then a pause for 1 min

Low battery alert 

Blinks 10 times and then shuts down

Battery running normally 

Stays green

Ambient light on
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www.airversa.com Max. Oil Capacity: 20ml       Size: 70*125mm

Input: DC-5V/1A                    Battery Capacity: 2000mAh

Rated Power: 1.5W               Net Weight: 300g

Removal: 

Push from the top and lift your finger 

until you hear a “tick” sound. The 

nozzle will stick out. You may simply 

pull it out to change / install a bottle 

of essential oil. 

Installation:

Screw the bottle to the nozzle, and 

then push the nozzle until you hear 

a “tick” sound. In order to install 

properly, look for the “▲▼” sign 
before you push the nozzle. 

Specifications

Q1: How to select the right essential oil?

Use 100% pure essential oils. Resin and thick oil are not 
recommended. Camphor tree, eaglewood and dried orange 
peel oils are prohibited.

Q2: When I change to a new oil, there is mixed smell 

coming from my previous oil. How do I clean the nozzle 

and the bottle? 

Fill the empty bottle with 5ml of 99% ethyl/ethanol alcohol. 
Shake to fully rinse the inner surface of the bottle and then 
empty it. Refill with another 5ml of ethyl/ethanol alcohol, 
and then run the device until the alcohol runs out.

Q3: I feel like it stops running sometimes, what has 

happened?

Please refer to section 4 for ‘mist level explained’. The 
device is able to automatically optimize atomizing/pausing 
according to mist level. 

Q4: How long does it take to fully charge the device?

Normally 3-5 hours. 

Bottle Installation5 7 FAQ8 Warning9

Thank you for choosing our waterless essential oil aroma 

diffuser. With the latest cold diffusion technology, it 

converts essential oil into nano vapor to approximately

1-3 microns without using heat or water. The diffusing 

process does not damage the molecular structure,

therefore maintaining its therapeutic properties for easier 

absorption into the body. It is easier, more hygienic 
and safer. We make it compact enough for you to fit it 

into your car cup holders so that you may take it with you 

wherever you go. 

As it is compatible with the majority of essential oil bottles 

available, it gives you the freedom to choose from a wide 

range of fragrances that soothe you, relax you, or refresh 

you in a variety of situations. Using it with sanitizing 

essential oils can improve unpleasant odors and help 

purify the air around it. 

Cautions What’s in the Box

Standard Oil Bottle Spare Kit

 20ml

Touch Button and Info Display

Inverted

Tilted

Diffuser Nozzle Charging Cable

USB-C

Overview1 2 3 4

Improper placement of the diffuser 
when an essential oil bottle is installed 
might cause oil leakage (eg. when the 
unit is tilted at an angle).

3-Level Mist Control
- Tap: set mist level
- Press & hold: turn on/off 
   ambient light 

Orange ambient lightBattery indicator

Timer settings:
- 1/2/4/6H 
- Tap: choose timer
- When the time is finished, the 
  diffuser will turn off. Press & hold 
   power button to turn it on. 

Ambient light indicatorNozzle1 4

2 5

3 6

DO NOT invert or tilt the device once the oil bottle is installed.

DO NOT use it with camphor tree, eaglewood and dried 

orange peel oils.

DO NOT attempt to disassemble the device.

For more quiet use, ensure the unit is 3 feet away.

Keep the device away from children and pets.

The more concentrated the oil, the less diffusing capability.

If you do not plan to use this device for an extended period 

of time, please store the device and the nozzle separately. 

Working Temperature: 4°–104°F / 0 – 40°C

Suggested room size: 300-500 sq. ft.
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This device is compatible with 5/10/15/20ml bottles. 
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Charging

As charging cycles increase, battery life will decrease.

PC/MAC USB port

You may charge from a 5V adapter, PC/MAC USB port, or 

USB interface within your vehicle. Please ensure the use of 

safety-certified charging accessories.
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7

Normal charging time: 3-5 hours. If the charging 

current is below 1A, it will take longer to fully charge

the device. 

Car USB port Adapter

70mm

12
5m

m

The display will turn off after 30s if no buttons are 

touched. You may tap any button to wake up the 

display. 

Power button

Press & hold for
approx. 1s to 
turn it on/off

Charging

Charging completed

Fully charge this diffuser before using it the first time.
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Blinks 10 times and then shuts down

Battery running normally 
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Ambient light on
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Max. Oil Capacity: 20ml       Size: 70*125mm

Input: DC-5V/1A                    Battery Capacity: 2000mAh

Rated Power: 1.5W               Net Weight: 300g

Removal: 

Push from the top and lift your finger 

until you hear a “tick” sound. The 

nozzle will stick out. You may simply 

pull it out to change / install a bottle 

of essential oil. 

Installation:

Screw the bottle to the nozzle, and 

then push the nozzle until you hear 

a “tick” sound. In order to install 

properly, look for the “▲▼” sign 
before you push the nozzle. 

Specifications

Q1: How to select the right essential oil?

Use 100% pure essential oils. Resin and thick oil are not 
recommended. Camphor tree, eaglewood and dried orange 
peel oils are prohibited.

Q2: When I change to a new oil, there is mixed smell 

coming from my previous oil. How do I clean the nozzle 

and the bottle? 

Fill the empty bottle with 5ml of 99% ethyl/ethanol alcohol. 
Shake to fully rinse the inner surface of the bottle and then 
empty it. Refill with another 5ml of ethyl/ethanol alcohol, 
and then run the device until the alcohol runs out.

Q3: I feel like it stops running sometimes, what has 

happened?

Please refer to section 4 for ‘mist level explained’. The 
device is able to automatically optimize atomizing/pausing 
according to mist level. 

Q4: How long does it take to fully charge the device?

Normally 3-5 hours. 

Bottle Installation5 7 FAQ8 Warning9

Thank you for choosing our waterless essential oil aroma 

diffuser. With the latest cold diffusion technology, it 

converts essential oil into nano vapor to approximately

1-3 microns without using heat or water. The diffusing 

process does not damage the molecular structure,

therefore maintaining its therapeutic properties for easier 

absorption into the body. It is easier, more hygienic 
and safer. We make it compact enough for you to fit it 

into your car cup holders so that you may take it with you 

wherever you go. 

As it is compatible with the majority of essential oil bottles 

available, it gives you the freedom to choose from a wide 

range of fragrances that soothe you, relax you, or refresh 

you in a variety of situations. Using it with sanitizing 

essential oils can improve unpleasant odors and help 

purify the air around it. 

Cautions What’s in the Box

Standard Oil Bottle Spare Kit

 20ml

Touch Button and Info Display

Inverted

Tilted

Diffuser Nozzle Charging Cable

USB-C

Overview1 2 3 4

Improper placement of the diffuser 
when an essential oil bottle is installed 
might cause oil leakage (eg. when the 
unit is tilted at an angle).

3-Level Mist Control
- Tap: set mist level
- Press & hold: turn on/off 
   ambient light 

Orange ambient lightBattery indicator

Timer settings:
- 1/2/4/6H 
- Tap: choose timer
- When the time is finished, the 
  diffuser will turn off. Press & hold 
   power button to turn it on. 

Ambient light indicatorNozzle1 4

2 5

3 6

DO NOT invert or tilt the device once the oil bottle is installed.

DO NOT use it with camphor tree, eaglewood and dried 

orange peel oils.

DO NOT attempt to disassemble the device.

For more quiet use, ensure the unit is 3 feet away.

Keep the device away from children and pets.

The more concentrated the oil, the less diffusing capability.

If you do not plan to use this device for an extended period 

of time, please store the device and the nozzle separately. 

Working Temperature: 4°–104°F / 0 – 40°C

Suggested room size: 300-500 sq. ft.
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This device is compatible with 5/10/15/20ml bottles. 
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Charging

As charging cycles increase, battery life will decrease.

PC/MAC USB port

You may charge from a 5V adapter, PC/MAC USB port, or 

USB interface within your vehicle. Please ensure the use of 

safety-certified charging accessories.

6

7

Normal charging time: 3-5 hours. If the charging 

current is below 1A, it will take longer to fully charge

the device. 

Car USB port Adapter

70mm

12
5m

m

The display will turn off after 30s if no buttons are 

touched. You may tap any button to wake up the 

display. 

Power button

Press & hold for
approx. 1s to 
turn it on/off

Charging

Charging completed

Fully charge this diffuser before using it the first time.
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Low battery alert 

Blinks 10 times and then shuts down

Battery running normally 

Stays green

Ambient light on
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Stupně mlhy, vysvětlení

Úroveň 1
15 sekund difuze, potom se zastaví na 
165 sekund

Úroveň 2
1 minuta difuze, potom se zastaví na 2 
minuty

Úroveň 3
2 minuty difuze, potom se zastaví na 1 
minutu

Světlo zapnuto

Baterie funguje normálně
Svítí zeleně

Nízký stav baterie
Blikne 10x a pak se vypne

Max. Oil Capacity: 20ml       Size: 70*125mm

Input: DC-5V/1A                    Battery Capacity: 2000mAh

Rated Power: 1.5W               Net Weight: 300g

Removal: 

Push from the top and lift your finger 

until you hear a “tick” sound. The 

nozzle will stick out. You may simply 

pull it out to change / install a bottle 

of essential oil. 

Installation:

Screw the bottle to the nozzle, and 

then push the nozzle until you hear 

a “tick” sound. In order to install 

properly, look for the “▲▼” sign 
before you push the nozzle. 

Specifications

Q1: How to select the right essential oil?

Use 100% pure essential oils. Resin and thick oil are not 
recommended. Camphor tree, eaglewood and dried orange 
peel oils are prohibited.

Q2: When I change to a new oil, there is mixed smell 

coming from my previous oil. How do I clean the nozzle 

and the bottle? 

Fill the empty bottle with 5ml of 99% ethyl/ethanol alcohol. 
Shake to fully rinse the inner surface of the bottle and then 
empty it. Refill with another 5ml of ethyl/ethanol alcohol, 
and then run the device until the alcohol runs out.

Q3: I feel like it stops running sometimes, what has 

happened?

Please refer to section 4 for ‘mist level explained’. The 
device is able to automatically optimize atomizing/pausing 
according to mist level. 

Q4: How long does it take to fully charge the device?

Normally 3-5 hours. 

Bottle Installation5 7 FAQ8 Warning9

Thank you for choosing our waterless essential oil aroma 

diffuser. With the latest cold diffusion technology, it 

converts essential oil into nano vapor to approximately

1-3 microns without using heat or water. The diffusing 

process does not damage the molecular structure,

therefore maintaining its therapeutic properties for easier 

absorption into the body. It is easier, more hygienic 
and safer. We make it compact enough for you to fit it 

into your car cup holders so that you may take it with you 

wherever you go. 

As it is compatible with the majority of essential oil bottles 

available, it gives you the freedom to choose from a wide 

range of fragrances that soothe you, relax you, or refresh 

you in a variety of situations. Using it with sanitizing 

essential oils can improve unpleasant odors and help 

purify the air around it. 

Cautions What’s in the Box

Standard Oil Bottle Spare Kit

 20ml

Touch Button and Info Display

Inverted

Tilted

Diffuser Nozzle Charging Cable

USB-C

Overview1 2 3 4

Improper placement of the diffuser 
when an essential oil bottle is installed 
might cause oil leakage (eg. when the 
unit is tilted at an angle).

3-Level Mist Control
- Tap: set mist level
- Press & hold: turn on/off 
   ambient light 

Orange ambient lightBattery indicator

Timer settings:
- 1/2/4/6H 
- Tap: choose timer
- When the time is finished, the 
  diffuser will turn off. Press & hold 
   power button to turn it on. 

Ambient light indicatorNozzle1 4

2 5

3 6

DO NOT invert or tilt the device once the oil bottle is installed.

DO NOT use it with camphor tree, eaglewood and dried 

orange peel oils.

DO NOT attempt to disassemble the device.

For more quiet use, ensure the unit is 3 feet away.

Keep the device away from children and pets.

The more concentrated the oil, the less diffusing capability.

If you do not plan to use this device for an extended period 

of time, please store the device and the nozzle separately. 

Working Temperature: 4°–104°F / 0 – 40°C

Suggested room size: 300-500 sq. ft.
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This device is compatible with 5/10/15/20ml bottles. 
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Charging

As charging cycles increase, battery life will decrease.

PC/MAC USB port

You may charge from a 5V adapter, PC/MAC USB port, or 

USB interface within your vehicle. Please ensure the use of 

safety-certified charging accessories.
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7

Normal charging time: 3-5 hours. If the charging 

current is below 1A, it will take longer to fully charge

the device. 

Car USB port Adapter

70mm

12
5m

m

The display will turn off after 30s if no buttons are 

touched. You may tap any button to wake up the 

display. 

Power button

Press & hold for
approx. 1s to 
turn it on/off

Charging

Charging completed

Fully charge this diffuser before using it the first time.
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15 seconds of diffusing, then a pause of 165s

Mist Level Explained

Level 2

1 minute of diffusing, then a pause for 2 min

Level 3

2 minutes of diffusing, then a pause for 1 min

Low battery alert 

Blinks 10 times and then shuts down

Battery running normally 

Stays green

Ambient light on
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Max. Oil Capacity: 20ml       Size: 70*125mm

Input: DC-5V/1A                    Battery Capacity: 2000mAh

Rated Power: 1.5W               Net Weight: 300g

Removal: 

Push from the top and lift your finger 

until you hear a “tick” sound. The 

nozzle will stick out. You may simply 

pull it out to change / install a bottle 

of essential oil. 

Installation:

Screw the bottle to the nozzle, and 

then push the nozzle until you hear 

a “tick” sound. In order to install 

properly, look for the “▲▼” sign 
before you push the nozzle. 

Specifications

Q1: How to select the right essential oil?

Use 100% pure essential oils. Resin and thick oil are not 
recommended. Camphor tree, eaglewood and dried orange 
peel oils are prohibited.

Q2: When I change to a new oil, there is mixed smell 

coming from my previous oil. How do I clean the nozzle 

and the bottle? 

Fill the empty bottle with 5ml of 99% ethyl/ethanol alcohol. 
Shake to fully rinse the inner surface of the bottle and then 
empty it. Refill with another 5ml of ethyl/ethanol alcohol, 
and then run the device until the alcohol runs out.

Q3: I feel like it stops running sometimes, what has 

happened?

Please refer to section 4 for ‘mist level explained’. The 
device is able to automatically optimize atomizing/pausing 
according to mist level. 

Q4: How long does it take to fully charge the device?

Normally 3-5 hours. 

Bottle Installation5 7 FAQ8 Warning9

Thank you for choosing our waterless essential oil aroma 

diffuser. With the latest cold diffusion technology, it 

converts essential oil into nano vapor to approximately

1-3 microns without using heat or water. The diffusing 

process does not damage the molecular structure,

therefore maintaining its therapeutic properties for easier 

absorption into the body. It is easier, more hygienic 
and safer. We make it compact enough for you to fit it 

into your car cup holders so that you may take it with you 

wherever you go. 

As it is compatible with the majority of essential oil bottles 

available, it gives you the freedom to choose from a wide 

range of fragrances that soothe you, relax you, or refresh 

you in a variety of situations. Using it with sanitizing 

essential oils can improve unpleasant odors and help 

purify the air around it. 

Cautions What’s in the Box

Standard Oil Bottle Spare Kit

 20ml

Touch Button and Info Display

Inverted

Tilted

Diffuser Nozzle Charging Cable

USB-C

Overview1 2 3 4

Improper placement of the diffuser 
when an essential oil bottle is installed 
might cause oil leakage (eg. when the 
unit is tilted at an angle).

3-Level Mist Control
- Tap: set mist level
- Press & hold: turn on/off 
   ambient light 

Orange ambient lightBattery indicator

Timer settings:
- 1/2/4/6H 
- Tap: choose timer
- When the time is finished, the 
  diffuser will turn off. Press & hold 
   power button to turn it on. 

Ambient light indicatorNozzle1 4

2 5

3 6

DO NOT invert or tilt the device once the oil bottle is installed.

DO NOT use it with camphor tree, eaglewood and dried 

orange peel oils.

DO NOT attempt to disassemble the device.

For more quiet use, ensure the unit is 3 feet away.

Keep the device away from children and pets.

The more concentrated the oil, the less diffusing capability.

If you do not plan to use this device for an extended period 

of time, please store the device and the nozzle separately. 

Working Temperature: 4°–104°F / 0 – 40°C

Suggested room size: 300-500 sq. ft.
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This device is compatible with 5/10/15/20ml bottles. 
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Charging

As charging cycles increase, battery life will decrease.

PC/MAC USB port

You may charge from a 5V adapter, PC/MAC USB port, or 

USB interface within your vehicle. Please ensure the use of 

safety-certified charging accessories.
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Normal charging time: 3-5 hours. If the charging 

current is below 1A, it will take longer to fully charge

the device. 

Car USB port Adapter

70mm

12
5m

m

The display will turn off after 30s if no buttons are 

touched. You may tap any button to wake up the 

display. 

Power button

Press & hold for
approx. 1s to 
turn it on/off

Charging

Charging completed

Fully charge this diffuser before using it the first time.
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15 seconds of diffusing, then a pause of 165s
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Level 2

1 minute of diffusing, then a pause for 2 min

Level 3

2 minutes of diffusing, then a pause for 1 min

Low battery alert 

Blinks 10 times and then shuts down

Battery running normally 

Stays green

Ambient light on
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Instalace nádoby

• Difuzér je kompatibilní s nádobami 5/10/15/20 ml.

Vyjmutí:
Zatlačte shora a pak zvedněte prst 
dokud neuslyšíte kliknutí. Tryska 
bude vyčnívat. Nádobu můžete 
jednoduše vytáhnout a vyměnit/
instalovat.

Instalace:
Přišroubujte nádobu k trysce, poté 
zatlačte na trysku, dokud neuslyšíte 
kliknutí. Pro správnou instalaci se 
před zatlačením trysky podívejte na 
značky           . Max. Oil Capacity: 20ml       Size: 70*125mm

Input: DC-5V/1A                    Battery Capacity: 2000mAh

Rated Power: 1.5W               Net Weight: 300g

Removal: 

Push from the top and lift your finger 

until you hear a “tick” sound. The 

nozzle will stick out. You may simply 

pull it out to change / install a bottle 

of essential oil. 

Installation:

Screw the bottle to the nozzle, and 

then push the nozzle until you hear 

a “tick” sound. In order to install 

properly, look for the “▲▼” sign 
before you push the nozzle. 

Specifications

Q1: How to select the right essential oil?

Use 100% pure essential oils. Resin and thick oil are not 
recommended. Camphor tree, eaglewood and dried orange 
peel oils are prohibited.

Q2: When I change to a new oil, there is mixed smell 

coming from my previous oil. How do I clean the nozzle 

and the bottle? 

Fill the empty bottle with 5ml of 99% ethyl/ethanol alcohol. 
Shake to fully rinse the inner surface of the bottle and then 
empty it. Refill with another 5ml of ethyl/ethanol alcohol, 
and then run the device until the alcohol runs out.

Q3: I feel like it stops running sometimes, what has 

happened?

Please refer to section 4 for ‘mist level explained’. The 
device is able to automatically optimize atomizing/pausing 
according to mist level. 

Q4: How long does it take to fully charge the device?

Normally 3-5 hours. 

Bottle Installation5 7 FAQ8 Warning9

Thank you for choosing our waterless essential oil aroma 

diffuser. With the latest cold diffusion technology, it 

converts essential oil into nano vapor to approximately

1-3 microns without using heat or water. The diffusing 

process does not damage the molecular structure,

therefore maintaining its therapeutic properties for easier 

absorption into the body. It is easier, more hygienic 
and safer. We make it compact enough for you to fit it 

into your car cup holders so that you may take it with you 

wherever you go. 

As it is compatible with the majority of essential oil bottles 

available, it gives you the freedom to choose from a wide 

range of fragrances that soothe you, relax you, or refresh 

you in a variety of situations. Using it with sanitizing 

essential oils can improve unpleasant odors and help 

purify the air around it. 

Cautions What’s in the Box

Standard Oil Bottle Spare Kit

 20ml

Touch Button and Info Display

Inverted

Tilted

Diffuser Nozzle Charging Cable

USB-C

Overview1 2 3 4

Improper placement of the diffuser 
when an essential oil bottle is installed 
might cause oil leakage (eg. when the 
unit is tilted at an angle).

3-Level Mist Control
- Tap: set mist level
- Press & hold: turn on/off 
   ambient light 

Orange ambient lightBattery indicator

Timer settings:
- 1/2/4/6H 
- Tap: choose timer
- When the time is finished, the 
  diffuser will turn off. Press & hold 
   power button to turn it on. 

Ambient light indicatorNozzle1 4

2 5

3 6

DO NOT invert or tilt the device once the oil bottle is installed.

DO NOT use it with camphor tree, eaglewood and dried 

orange peel oils.

DO NOT attempt to disassemble the device.

For more quiet use, ensure the unit is 3 feet away.

Keep the device away from children and pets.

The more concentrated the oil, the less diffusing capability.

If you do not plan to use this device for an extended period 

of time, please store the device and the nozzle separately. 

Working Temperature: 4°–104°F / 0 – 40°C

Suggested room size: 300-500 sq. ft.
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This device is compatible with 5/10/15/20ml bottles. 
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Charging

As charging cycles increase, battery life will decrease.

PC/MAC USB port

You may charge from a 5V adapter, PC/MAC USB port, or 

USB interface within your vehicle. Please ensure the use of 

safety-certified charging accessories.
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7

Normal charging time: 3-5 hours. If the charging 

current is below 1A, it will take longer to fully charge

the device. 

Car USB port Adapter

70mm

12
5m

m

The display will turn off after 30s if no buttons are 

touched. You may tap any button to wake up the 

display. 

Power button

Press & hold for
approx. 1s to 
turn it on/off

Charging

Charging completed

Fully charge this diffuser before using it the first time.
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Level 1

15 seconds of diffusing, then a pause of 165s

Mist Level Explained

Level 2

1 minute of diffusing, then a pause for 2 min

Level 3

2 minutes of diffusing, then a pause for 1 min

Low battery alert 

Blinks 10 times and then shuts down

Battery running normally 

Stays green

Ambient light on
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Max. Oil Capacity: 20ml       Size: 70*125mm

Input: DC-5V/1A                    Battery Capacity: 2000mAh

Rated Power: 1.5W               Net Weight: 300g

Removal: 

Push from the top and lift your finger 

until you hear a “tick” sound. The 

nozzle will stick out. You may simply 

pull it out to change / install a bottle 

of essential oil. 

Installation:

Screw the bottle to the nozzle, and 

then push the nozzle until you hear 

a “tick” sound. In order to install 

properly, look for the “▲▼” sign 
before you push the nozzle. 

Specifications

Q1: How to select the right essential oil?

Use 100% pure essential oils. Resin and thick oil are not 
recommended. Camphor tree, eaglewood and dried orange 
peel oils are prohibited.

Q2: When I change to a new oil, there is mixed smell 

coming from my previous oil. How do I clean the nozzle 

and the bottle? 

Fill the empty bottle with 5ml of 99% ethyl/ethanol alcohol. 
Shake to fully rinse the inner surface of the bottle and then 
empty it. Refill with another 5ml of ethyl/ethanol alcohol, 
and then run the device until the alcohol runs out.

Q3: I feel like it stops running sometimes, what has 

happened?

Please refer to section 4 for ‘mist level explained’. The 
device is able to automatically optimize atomizing/pausing 
according to mist level. 

Q4: How long does it take to fully charge the device?

Normally 3-5 hours. 
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Thank you for choosing our waterless essential oil aroma 

diffuser. With the latest cold diffusion technology, it 

converts essential oil into nano vapor to approximately

1-3 microns without using heat or water. The diffusing 

process does not damage the molecular structure,

therefore maintaining its therapeutic properties for easier 

absorption into the body. It is easier, more hygienic 
and safer. We make it compact enough for you to fit it 

into your car cup holders so that you may take it with you 

wherever you go. 

As it is compatible with the majority of essential oil bottles 

available, it gives you the freedom to choose from a wide 

range of fragrances that soothe you, relax you, or refresh 

you in a variety of situations. Using it with sanitizing 

essential oils can improve unpleasant odors and help 

purify the air around it. 

Cautions What’s in the Box

Standard Oil Bottle Spare Kit

 20ml

Touch Button and Info Display

Inverted

Tilted

Diffuser Nozzle Charging Cable

USB-C

Overview1 2 3 4

Improper placement of the diffuser 
when an essential oil bottle is installed 
might cause oil leakage (eg. when the 
unit is tilted at an angle).

3-Level Mist Control
- Tap: set mist level
- Press & hold: turn on/off 
   ambient light 

Orange ambient lightBattery indicator

Timer settings:
- 1/2/4/6H 
- Tap: choose timer
- When the time is finished, the 
  diffuser will turn off. Press & hold 
   power button to turn it on. 

Ambient light indicatorNozzle1 4

2 5

3 6

DO NOT invert or tilt the device once the oil bottle is installed.

DO NOT use it with camphor tree, eaglewood and dried 

orange peel oils.

DO NOT attempt to disassemble the device.

For more quiet use, ensure the unit is 3 feet away.

Keep the device away from children and pets.

The more concentrated the oil, the less diffusing capability.

If you do not plan to use this device for an extended period 

of time, please store the device and the nozzle separately. 

Working Temperature: 4°–104°F / 0 – 40°C

Suggested room size: 300-500 sq. ft.
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This device is compatible with 5/10/15/20ml bottles. 
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Charging

As charging cycles increase, battery life will decrease.

PC/MAC USB port

You may charge from a 5V adapter, PC/MAC USB port, or 

USB interface within your vehicle. Please ensure the use of 

safety-certified charging accessories.
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Normal charging time: 3-5 hours. If the charging 

current is below 1A, it will take longer to fully charge

the device. 

Car USB port Adapter

70mm

12
5m

m

The display will turn off after 30s if no buttons are 

touched. You may tap any button to wake up the 

display. 

Power button

Press & hold for
approx. 1s to 
turn it on/off

Charging

Charging completed

Fully charge this diffuser before using it the first time.
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Blinks 10 times and then shuts down
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Ambient light on
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Max. Oil Capacity: 20ml       Size: 70*125mm

Input: DC-5V/1A                    Battery Capacity: 2000mAh

Rated Power: 1.5W               Net Weight: 300g

Removal: 

Push from the top and lift your finger 

until you hear a “tick” sound. The 

nozzle will stick out. You may simply 

pull it out to change / install a bottle 

of essential oil. 

Installation:

Screw the bottle to the nozzle, and 

then push the nozzle until you hear 

a “tick” sound. In order to install 

properly, look for the “▲▼” sign 
before you push the nozzle. 

Specifications

Q1: How to select the right essential oil?

Use 100% pure essential oils. Resin and thick oil are not 
recommended. Camphor tree, eaglewood and dried orange 
peel oils are prohibited.

Q2: When I change to a new oil, there is mixed smell 

coming from my previous oil. How do I clean the nozzle 

and the bottle? 

Fill the empty bottle with 5ml of 99% ethyl/ethanol alcohol. 
Shake to fully rinse the inner surface of the bottle and then 
empty it. Refill with another 5ml of ethyl/ethanol alcohol, 
and then run the device until the alcohol runs out.

Q3: I feel like it stops running sometimes, what has 

happened?

Please refer to section 4 for ‘mist level explained’. The 
device is able to automatically optimize atomizing/pausing 
according to mist level. 

Q4: How long does it take to fully charge the device?

Normally 3-5 hours. 

Bottle Installation5 7 FAQ8 Warning9

Thank you for choosing our waterless essential oil aroma 

diffuser. With the latest cold diffusion technology, it 

converts essential oil into nano vapor to approximately

1-3 microns without using heat or water. The diffusing 

process does not damage the molecular structure,

therefore maintaining its therapeutic properties for easier 

absorption into the body. It is easier, more hygienic 
and safer. We make it compact enough for you to fit it 

into your car cup holders so that you may take it with you 

wherever you go. 

As it is compatible with the majority of essential oil bottles 

available, it gives you the freedom to choose from a wide 

range of fragrances that soothe you, relax you, or refresh 

you in a variety of situations. Using it with sanitizing 

essential oils can improve unpleasant odors and help 

purify the air around it. 

Cautions What’s in the Box

Standard Oil Bottle Spare Kit

 20ml

Touch Button and Info Display

Inverted

Tilted

Diffuser Nozzle Charging Cable

USB-C

Overview1 2 3 4

Improper placement of the diffuser 
when an essential oil bottle is installed 
might cause oil leakage (eg. when the 
unit is tilted at an angle).

3-Level Mist Control
- Tap: set mist level
- Press & hold: turn on/off 
   ambient light 

Orange ambient lightBattery indicator

Timer settings:
- 1/2/4/6H 
- Tap: choose timer
- When the time is finished, the 
  diffuser will turn off. Press & hold 
   power button to turn it on. 

Ambient light indicatorNozzle1 4

2 5

3 6

DO NOT invert or tilt the device once the oil bottle is installed.

DO NOT use it with camphor tree, eaglewood and dried 

orange peel oils.

DO NOT attempt to disassemble the device.

For more quiet use, ensure the unit is 3 feet away.

Keep the device away from children and pets.

The more concentrated the oil, the less diffusing capability.

If you do not plan to use this device for an extended period 

of time, please store the device and the nozzle separately. 

Working Temperature: 4°–104°F / 0 – 40°C

Suggested room size: 300-500 sq. ft.
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This device is compatible with 5/10/15/20ml bottles. 
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Charging

As charging cycles increase, battery life will decrease.

PC/MAC USB port

You may charge from a 5V adapter, PC/MAC USB port, or 

USB interface within your vehicle. Please ensure the use of 

safety-certified charging accessories.
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Normal charging time: 3-5 hours. If the charging 

current is below 1A, it will take longer to fully charge

the device. 

Car USB port Adapter

70mm

12
5m

m

The display will turn off after 30s if no buttons are 

touched. You may tap any button to wake up the 

display. 

Power button

Press & hold for
approx. 1s to 
turn it on/off

Charging

Charging completed

Fully charge this diffuser before using it the first time.
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Max. Oil Capacity: 20ml       Size: 70*125mm

Input: DC-5V/1A                    Battery Capacity: 2000mAh

Rated Power: 1.5W               Net Weight: 300g

Removal: 

Push from the top and lift your finger 

until you hear a “tick” sound. The 

nozzle will stick out. You may simply 

pull it out to change / install a bottle 

of essential oil. 

Installation:

Screw the bottle to the nozzle, and 

then push the nozzle until you hear 

a “tick” sound. In order to install 

properly, look for the “▲▼” sign 
before you push the nozzle. 

Specifications

Q1: How to select the right essential oil?

Use 100% pure essential oils. Resin and thick oil are not 
recommended. Camphor tree, eaglewood and dried orange 
peel oils are prohibited.

Q2: When I change to a new oil, there is mixed smell 

coming from my previous oil. How do I clean the nozzle 

and the bottle? 

Fill the empty bottle with 5ml of 99% ethyl/ethanol alcohol. 
Shake to fully rinse the inner surface of the bottle and then 
empty it. Refill with another 5ml of ethyl/ethanol alcohol, 
and then run the device until the alcohol runs out.

Q3: I feel like it stops running sometimes, what has 

happened?

Please refer to section 4 for ‘mist level explained’. The 
device is able to automatically optimize atomizing/pausing 
according to mist level. 

Q4: How long does it take to fully charge the device?

Normally 3-5 hours. 

Bottle Installation5 7 FAQ8 Warning9

Thank you for choosing our waterless essential oil aroma 

diffuser. With the latest cold diffusion technology, it 

converts essential oil into nano vapor to approximately

1-3 microns without using heat or water. The diffusing 

process does not damage the molecular structure,

therefore maintaining its therapeutic properties for easier 

absorption into the body. It is easier, more hygienic 
and safer. We make it compact enough for you to fit it 

into your car cup holders so that you may take it with you 

wherever you go. 

As it is compatible with the majority of essential oil bottles 

available, it gives you the freedom to choose from a wide 

range of fragrances that soothe you, relax you, or refresh 

you in a variety of situations. Using it with sanitizing 

essential oils can improve unpleasant odors and help 

purify the air around it. 

Cautions What’s in the Box

Standard Oil Bottle Spare Kit

 20ml

Touch Button and Info Display

Inverted

Tilted

Diffuser Nozzle Charging Cable

USB-C

Overview1 2 3 4

Improper placement of the diffuser 
when an essential oil bottle is installed 
might cause oil leakage (eg. when the 
unit is tilted at an angle).

3-Level Mist Control
- Tap: set mist level
- Press & hold: turn on/off 
   ambient light 

Orange ambient lightBattery indicator

Timer settings:
- 1/2/4/6H 
- Tap: choose timer
- When the time is finished, the 
  diffuser will turn off. Press & hold 
   power button to turn it on. 

Ambient light indicatorNozzle1 4

2 5

3 6

DO NOT invert or tilt the device once the oil bottle is installed.

DO NOT use it with camphor tree, eaglewood and dried 

orange peel oils.

DO NOT attempt to disassemble the device.

For more quiet use, ensure the unit is 3 feet away.

Keep the device away from children and pets.

The more concentrated the oil, the less diffusing capability.

If you do not plan to use this device for an extended period 

of time, please store the device and the nozzle separately. 

Working Temperature: 4°–104°F / 0 – 40°C

Suggested room size: 300-500 sq. ft.
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This device is compatible with 5/10/15/20ml bottles. 
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Charging

As charging cycles increase, battery life will decrease.

PC/MAC USB port

You may charge from a 5V adapter, PC/MAC USB port, or 

USB interface within your vehicle. Please ensure the use of 

safety-certified charging accessories.
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Normal charging time: 3-5 hours. If the charging 

current is below 1A, it will take longer to fully charge

the device. 

Car USB port Adapter

70mm

12
5m

m

The display will turn off after 30s if no buttons are 

touched. You may tap any button to wake up the 

display. 

Power button

Press & hold for
approx. 1s to 
turn it on/off

Charging

Charging completed

Fully charge this diffuser before using it the first time.
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Nabíjení

Běžné nabíjení: 3-5 hodin. Pokud je nabíjecí proud nižší   
než 1A, bude nabíjení do plné baterie trvat déle.

Před prvním použitím difuzéru přístroj plně nabijte.

Se zvyšujícími se nabíjecími cykly se životnost baterie       
zkracuje.

Nabíjení

Plně nabito

• Můžete nabíjet z 5V adaptéru, PC/MAC USB portu nebo 
USB rozhraní ve vašem vozidle. Zajistěte použití 
nabíjecího příslušenství s certifikací bezpečnosti.

PC/MAC USB port  USB port do auta   Adaptér
Max. Oil Capacity: 20ml       Size: 70*125mm

Input: DC-5V/1A                    Battery Capacity: 2000mAh

Rated Power: 1.5W               Net Weight: 300g

Removal: 

Push from the top and lift your finger 

until you hear a “tick” sound. The 

nozzle will stick out. You may simply 

pull it out to change / install a bottle 

of essential oil. 

Installation:

Screw the bottle to the nozzle, and 

then push the nozzle until you hear 

a “tick” sound. In order to install 

properly, look for the “▲▼” sign 
before you push the nozzle. 

Specifications

Q1: How to select the right essential oil?

Use 100% pure essential oils. Resin and thick oil are not 
recommended. Camphor tree, eaglewood and dried orange 
peel oils are prohibited.

Q2: When I change to a new oil, there is mixed smell 

coming from my previous oil. How do I clean the nozzle 

and the bottle? 

Fill the empty bottle with 5ml of 99% ethyl/ethanol alcohol. 
Shake to fully rinse the inner surface of the bottle and then 
empty it. Refill with another 5ml of ethyl/ethanol alcohol, 
and then run the device until the alcohol runs out.

Q3: I feel like it stops running sometimes, what has 

happened?

Please refer to section 4 for ‘mist level explained’. The 
device is able to automatically optimize atomizing/pausing 
according to mist level. 

Q4: How long does it take to fully charge the device?

Normally 3-5 hours. 

Bottle Installation5 7 FAQ8 Warning9

Thank you for choosing our waterless essential oil aroma 

diffuser. With the latest cold diffusion technology, it 

converts essential oil into nano vapor to approximately

1-3 microns without using heat or water. The diffusing 

process does not damage the molecular structure,

therefore maintaining its therapeutic properties for easier 

absorption into the body. It is easier, more hygienic 
and safer. We make it compact enough for you to fit it 

into your car cup holders so that you may take it with you 

wherever you go. 

As it is compatible with the majority of essential oil bottles 

available, it gives you the freedom to choose from a wide 

range of fragrances that soothe you, relax you, or refresh 

you in a variety of situations. Using it with sanitizing 

essential oils can improve unpleasant odors and help 

purify the air around it. 

Cautions What’s in the Box

Standard Oil Bottle Spare Kit

 20ml

Touch Button and Info Display

Inverted

Tilted

Diffuser Nozzle Charging Cable

USB-C

Overview1 2 3 4

Improper placement of the diffuser 
when an essential oil bottle is installed 
might cause oil leakage (eg. when the 
unit is tilted at an angle).

3-Level Mist Control
- Tap: set mist level
- Press & hold: turn on/off 
   ambient light 

Orange ambient lightBattery indicator

Timer settings:
- 1/2/4/6H 
- Tap: choose timer
- When the time is finished, the 
  diffuser will turn off. Press & hold 
   power button to turn it on. 

Ambient light indicatorNozzle1 4

2 5

3 6

DO NOT invert or tilt the device once the oil bottle is installed.

DO NOT use it with camphor tree, eaglewood and dried 

orange peel oils.

DO NOT attempt to disassemble the device.

For more quiet use, ensure the unit is 3 feet away.

Keep the device away from children and pets.

The more concentrated the oil, the less diffusing capability.

If you do not plan to use this device for an extended period 

of time, please store the device and the nozzle separately. 

Working Temperature: 4°–104°F / 0 – 40°C

Suggested room size: 300-500 sq. ft.
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Charging

As charging cycles increase, battery life will decrease.

PC/MAC USB port

You may charge from a 5V adapter, PC/MAC USB port, or 

USB interface within your vehicle. Please ensure the use of 

safety-certified charging accessories.
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Normal charging time: 3-5 hours. If the charging 

current is below 1A, it will take longer to fully charge

the device. 

Car USB port Adapter

70mm

12
5m

m

The display will turn off after 30s if no buttons are 

touched. You may tap any button to wake up the 

display. 

Power button

Press & hold for
approx. 1s to 
turn it on/off

Charging

Charging completed

Fully charge this diffuser before using it the first time.
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Blinks 10 times and then shuts down

Battery running normally 
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Ambient light on
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Max. Oil Capacity: 20ml       Size: 70*125mm

Input: DC-5V/1A                    Battery Capacity: 2000mAh

Rated Power: 1.5W               Net Weight: 300g

Removal: 

Push from the top and lift your finger 

until you hear a “tick” sound. The 

nozzle will stick out. You may simply 

pull it out to change / install a bottle 

of essential oil. 

Installation:

Screw the bottle to the nozzle, and 

then push the nozzle until you hear 

a “tick” sound. In order to install 

properly, look for the “▲▼” sign 
before you push the nozzle. 

Specifications

Q1: How to select the right essential oil?

Use 100% pure essential oils. Resin and thick oil are not 
recommended. Camphor tree, eaglewood and dried orange 
peel oils are prohibited.

Q2: When I change to a new oil, there is mixed smell 

coming from my previous oil. How do I clean the nozzle 

and the bottle? 

Fill the empty bottle with 5ml of 99% ethyl/ethanol alcohol. 
Shake to fully rinse the inner surface of the bottle and then 
empty it. Refill with another 5ml of ethyl/ethanol alcohol, 
and then run the device until the alcohol runs out.

Q3: I feel like it stops running sometimes, what has 

happened?

Please refer to section 4 for ‘mist level explained’. The 
device is able to automatically optimize atomizing/pausing 
according to mist level. 

Q4: How long does it take to fully charge the device?

Normally 3-5 hours. 

Bottle Installation5 7 FAQ8 Warning9

Thank you for choosing our waterless essential oil aroma 

diffuser. With the latest cold diffusion technology, it 

converts essential oil into nano vapor to approximately

1-3 microns without using heat or water. The diffusing 

process does not damage the molecular structure,

therefore maintaining its therapeutic properties for easier 

absorption into the body. It is easier, more hygienic 
and safer. We make it compact enough for you to fit it 

into your car cup holders so that you may take it with you 

wherever you go. 

As it is compatible with the majority of essential oil bottles 

available, it gives you the freedom to choose from a wide 

range of fragrances that soothe you, relax you, or refresh 

you in a variety of situations. Using it with sanitizing 

essential oils can improve unpleasant odors and help 

purify the air around it. 

Cautions What’s in the Box

Standard Oil Bottle Spare Kit

 20ml

Touch Button and Info Display

Inverted

Tilted

Diffuser Nozzle Charging Cable

USB-C

Overview1 2 3 4

Improper placement of the diffuser 
when an essential oil bottle is installed 
might cause oil leakage (eg. when the 
unit is tilted at an angle).

3-Level Mist Control
- Tap: set mist level
- Press & hold: turn on/off 
   ambient light 

Orange ambient lightBattery indicator

Timer settings:
- 1/2/4/6H 
- Tap: choose timer
- When the time is finished, the 
  diffuser will turn off. Press & hold 
   power button to turn it on. 

Ambient light indicatorNozzle1 4

2 5

3 6

DO NOT invert or tilt the device once the oil bottle is installed.

DO NOT use it with camphor tree, eaglewood and dried 

orange peel oils.

DO NOT attempt to disassemble the device.

For more quiet use, ensure the unit is 3 feet away.

Keep the device away from children and pets.

The more concentrated the oil, the less diffusing capability.

If you do not plan to use this device for an extended period 

of time, please store the device and the nozzle separately. 

Working Temperature: 4°–104°F / 0 – 40°C

Suggested room size: 300-500 sq. ft.
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Charging

As charging cycles increase, battery life will decrease.

PC/MAC USB port

You may charge from a 5V adapter, PC/MAC USB port, or 

USB interface within your vehicle. Please ensure the use of 

safety-certified charging accessories.
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Normal charging time: 3-5 hours. If the charging 

current is below 1A, it will take longer to fully charge

the device. 

Car USB port Adapter

70mm

12
5m

m

The display will turn off after 30s if no buttons are 

touched. You may tap any button to wake up the 

display. 

Power button

Press & hold for
approx. 1s to 
turn it on/off

Charging

Charging completed

Fully charge this diffuser before using it the first time.
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Level 2
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Low battery alert 

Blinks 10 times and then shuts down

Battery running normally 
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Ambient light on
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Max. Oil Capacity: 20ml       Size: 70*125mm

Input: DC-5V/1A                    Battery Capacity: 2000mAh

Rated Power: 1.5W               Net Weight: 300g

Removal: 

Push from the top and lift your finger 

until you hear a “tick” sound. The 

nozzle will stick out. You may simply 

pull it out to change / install a bottle 

of essential oil. 

Installation:

Screw the bottle to the nozzle, and 

then push the nozzle until you hear 

a “tick” sound. In order to install 

properly, look for the “▲▼” sign 
before you push the nozzle. 

Specifications

Q1: How to select the right essential oil?

Use 100% pure essential oils. Resin and thick oil are not 
recommended. Camphor tree, eaglewood and dried orange 
peel oils are prohibited.

Q2: When I change to a new oil, there is mixed smell 

coming from my previous oil. How do I clean the nozzle 

and the bottle? 

Fill the empty bottle with 5ml of 99% ethyl/ethanol alcohol. 
Shake to fully rinse the inner surface of the bottle and then 
empty it. Refill with another 5ml of ethyl/ethanol alcohol, 
and then run the device until the alcohol runs out.

Q3: I feel like it stops running sometimes, what has 

happened?

Please refer to section 4 for ‘mist level explained’. The 
device is able to automatically optimize atomizing/pausing 
according to mist level. 

Q4: How long does it take to fully charge the device?

Normally 3-5 hours. 

Bottle Installation5 7 FAQ8 Warning9

Thank you for choosing our waterless essential oil aroma 

diffuser. With the latest cold diffusion technology, it 

converts essential oil into nano vapor to approximately

1-3 microns without using heat or water. The diffusing 

process does not damage the molecular structure,

therefore maintaining its therapeutic properties for easier 

absorption into the body. It is easier, more hygienic 
and safer. We make it compact enough for you to fit it 

into your car cup holders so that you may take it with you 

wherever you go. 

As it is compatible with the majority of essential oil bottles 

available, it gives you the freedom to choose from a wide 

range of fragrances that soothe you, relax you, or refresh 

you in a variety of situations. Using it with sanitizing 

essential oils can improve unpleasant odors and help 

purify the air around it. 

Cautions What’s in the Box

Standard Oil Bottle Spare Kit

 20ml

Touch Button and Info Display

Inverted

Tilted

Diffuser Nozzle Charging Cable

USB-C

Overview1 2 3 4

Improper placement of the diffuser 
when an essential oil bottle is installed 
might cause oil leakage (eg. when the 
unit is tilted at an angle).

3-Level Mist Control
- Tap: set mist level
- Press & hold: turn on/off 
   ambient light 

Orange ambient lightBattery indicator

Timer settings:
- 1/2/4/6H 
- Tap: choose timer
- When the time is finished, the 
  diffuser will turn off. Press & hold 
   power button to turn it on. 

Ambient light indicatorNozzle1 4

2 5

3 6

DO NOT invert or tilt the device once the oil bottle is installed.

DO NOT use it with camphor tree, eaglewood and dried 

orange peel oils.

DO NOT attempt to disassemble the device.

For more quiet use, ensure the unit is 3 feet away.

Keep the device away from children and pets.

The more concentrated the oil, the less diffusing capability.

If you do not plan to use this device for an extended period 

of time, please store the device and the nozzle separately. 

Working Temperature: 4°–104°F / 0 – 40°C

Suggested room size: 300-500 sq. ft.
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This device is compatible with 5/10/15/20ml bottles. 
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Charging

As charging cycles increase, battery life will decrease.

PC/MAC USB port

You may charge from a 5V adapter, PC/MAC USB port, or 

USB interface within your vehicle. Please ensure the use of 

safety-certified charging accessories.
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Normal charging time: 3-5 hours. If the charging 

current is below 1A, it will take longer to fully charge

the device. 

Car USB port Adapter

70mm

12
5m

m

The display will turn off after 30s if no buttons are 

touched. You may tap any button to wake up the 

display. 

Power button

Press & hold for
approx. 1s to 
turn it on/off

Charging

Charging completed

Fully charge this diffuser before using it the first time.
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Max. Oil Capacity: 20ml       Size: 70*125mm

Input: DC-5V/1A                    Battery Capacity: 2000mAh

Rated Power: 1.5W               Net Weight: 300g

Removal: 

Push from the top and lift your finger 

until you hear a “tick” sound. The 

nozzle will stick out. You may simply 

pull it out to change / install a bottle 

of essential oil. 

Installation:

Screw the bottle to the nozzle, and 

then push the nozzle until you hear 

a “tick” sound. In order to install 

properly, look for the “▲▼” sign 
before you push the nozzle. 

Specifications

Q1: How to select the right essential oil?

Use 100% pure essential oils. Resin and thick oil are not 
recommended. Camphor tree, eaglewood and dried orange 
peel oils are prohibited.

Q2: When I change to a new oil, there is mixed smell 

coming from my previous oil. How do I clean the nozzle 

and the bottle? 

Fill the empty bottle with 5ml of 99% ethyl/ethanol alcohol. 
Shake to fully rinse the inner surface of the bottle and then 
empty it. Refill with another 5ml of ethyl/ethanol alcohol, 
and then run the device until the alcohol runs out.

Q3: I feel like it stops running sometimes, what has 

happened?

Please refer to section 4 for ‘mist level explained’. The 
device is able to automatically optimize atomizing/pausing 
according to mist level. 

Q4: How long does it take to fully charge the device?

Normally 3-5 hours. 
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Thank you for choosing our waterless essential oil aroma 

diffuser. With the latest cold diffusion technology, it 

converts essential oil into nano vapor to approximately

1-3 microns without using heat or water. The diffusing 

process does not damage the molecular structure,

therefore maintaining its therapeutic properties for easier 

absorption into the body. It is easier, more hygienic 
and safer. We make it compact enough for you to fit it 

into your car cup holders so that you may take it with you 

wherever you go. 

As it is compatible with the majority of essential oil bottles 

available, it gives you the freedom to choose from a wide 

range of fragrances that soothe you, relax you, or refresh 

you in a variety of situations. Using it with sanitizing 

essential oils can improve unpleasant odors and help 

purify the air around it. 

Cautions What’s in the Box

Standard Oil Bottle Spare Kit

 20ml

Touch Button and Info Display

Inverted

Tilted

Diffuser Nozzle Charging Cable

USB-C

Overview1 2 3 4

Improper placement of the diffuser 
when an essential oil bottle is installed 
might cause oil leakage (eg. when the 
unit is tilted at an angle).

3-Level Mist Control
- Tap: set mist level
- Press & hold: turn on/off 
   ambient light 

Orange ambient lightBattery indicator

Timer settings:
- 1/2/4/6H 
- Tap: choose timer
- When the time is finished, the 
  diffuser will turn off. Press & hold 
   power button to turn it on. 

Ambient light indicatorNozzle1 4
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DO NOT invert or tilt the device once the oil bottle is installed.

DO NOT use it with camphor tree, eaglewood and dried 

orange peel oils.

DO NOT attempt to disassemble the device.

For more quiet use, ensure the unit is 3 feet away.

Keep the device away from children and pets.

The more concentrated the oil, the less diffusing capability.

If you do not plan to use this device for an extended period 

of time, please store the device and the nozzle separately. 

Working Temperature: 4°–104°F / 0 – 40°C

Suggested room size: 300-500 sq. ft.
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Charging

As charging cycles increase, battery life will decrease.

PC/MAC USB port

You may charge from a 5V adapter, PC/MAC USB port, or 

USB interface within your vehicle. Please ensure the use of 

safety-certified charging accessories.
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Normal charging time: 3-5 hours. If the charging 

current is below 1A, it will take longer to fully charge

the device. 

Car USB port Adapter

70mm

12
5m

m

The display will turn off after 30s if no buttons are 

touched. You may tap any button to wake up the 

display. 

Power button

Press & hold for
approx. 1s to 
turn it on/off

Charging

Charging completed

Fully charge this diffuser before using it the first time.
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Max. Oil Capacity: 20ml       Size: 70*125mm

Input: DC-5V/1A                    Battery Capacity: 2000mAh

Rated Power: 1.5W               Net Weight: 300g

Removal: 

Push from the top and lift your finger 

until you hear a “tick” sound. The 

nozzle will stick out. You may simply 

pull it out to change / install a bottle 

of essential oil. 

Installation:

Screw the bottle to the nozzle, and 

then push the nozzle until you hear 

a “tick” sound. In order to install 

properly, look for the “▲▼” sign 
before you push the nozzle. 

Specifications

Q1: How to select the right essential oil?

Use 100% pure essential oils. Resin and thick oil are not 
recommended. Camphor tree, eaglewood and dried orange 
peel oils are prohibited.

Q2: When I change to a new oil, there is mixed smell 

coming from my previous oil. How do I clean the nozzle 

and the bottle? 

Fill the empty bottle with 5ml of 99% ethyl/ethanol alcohol. 
Shake to fully rinse the inner surface of the bottle and then 
empty it. Refill with another 5ml of ethyl/ethanol alcohol, 
and then run the device until the alcohol runs out.

Q3: I feel like it stops running sometimes, what has 

happened?

Please refer to section 4 for ‘mist level explained’. The 
device is able to automatically optimize atomizing/pausing 
according to mist level. 

Q4: How long does it take to fully charge the device?

Normally 3-5 hours. 
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Thank you for choosing our waterless essential oil aroma 

diffuser. With the latest cold diffusion technology, it 

converts essential oil into nano vapor to approximately

1-3 microns without using heat or water. The diffusing 

process does not damage the molecular structure,

therefore maintaining its therapeutic properties for easier 

absorption into the body. It is easier, more hygienic 
and safer. We make it compact enough for you to fit it 

into your car cup holders so that you may take it with you 

wherever you go. 

As it is compatible with the majority of essential oil bottles 

available, it gives you the freedom to choose from a wide 

range of fragrances that soothe you, relax you, or refresh 

you in a variety of situations. Using it with sanitizing 

essential oils can improve unpleasant odors and help 

purify the air around it. 

Cautions What’s in the Box

Standard Oil Bottle Spare Kit

 20ml

Touch Button and Info Display

Inverted

Tilted

Diffuser Nozzle Charging Cable

USB-C

Overview1 2 3 4

Improper placement of the diffuser 
when an essential oil bottle is installed 
might cause oil leakage (eg. when the 
unit is tilted at an angle).

3-Level Mist Control
- Tap: set mist level
- Press & hold: turn on/off 
   ambient light 

Orange ambient lightBattery indicator

Timer settings:
- 1/2/4/6H 
- Tap: choose timer
- When the time is finished, the 
  diffuser will turn off. Press & hold 
   power button to turn it on. 

Ambient light indicatorNozzle1 4

2 5

3 6

DO NOT invert or tilt the device once the oil bottle is installed.

DO NOT use it with camphor tree, eaglewood and dried 

orange peel oils.

DO NOT attempt to disassemble the device.

For more quiet use, ensure the unit is 3 feet away.

Keep the device away from children and pets.

The more concentrated the oil, the less diffusing capability.

If you do not plan to use this device for an extended period 

of time, please store the device and the nozzle separately. 

Working Temperature: 4°–104°F / 0 – 40°C

Suggested room size: 300-500 sq. ft.
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Charging

As charging cycles increase, battery life will decrease.

PC/MAC USB port

You may charge from a 5V adapter, PC/MAC USB port, or 

USB interface within your vehicle. Please ensure the use of 

safety-certified charging accessories.
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Normal charging time: 3-5 hours. If the charging 

current is below 1A, it will take longer to fully charge

the device. 

Car USB port Adapter

70mm

12
5m

m

The display will turn off after 30s if no buttons are 

touched. You may tap any button to wake up the 

display. 

Power button

Press & hold for
approx. 1s to 
turn it on/off

Charging

Charging completed

Fully charge this diffuser before using it the first time.
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Max. Oil Capacity: 20ml       Size: 70*125mm

Input: DC-5V/1A                    Battery Capacity: 2000mAh

Rated Power: 1.5W               Net Weight: 300g

Removal: 

Push from the top and lift your finger 

until you hear a “tick” sound. The 

nozzle will stick out. You may simply 

pull it out to change / install a bottle 

of essential oil. 

Installation:

Screw the bottle to the nozzle, and 

then push the nozzle until you hear 

a “tick” sound. In order to install 

properly, look for the “▲▼” sign 
before you push the nozzle. 

Specifications

Q1: How to select the right essential oil?

Use 100% pure essential oils. Resin and thick oil are not 
recommended. Camphor tree, eaglewood and dried orange 
peel oils are prohibited.

Q2: When I change to a new oil, there is mixed smell 

coming from my previous oil. How do I clean the nozzle 

and the bottle? 

Fill the empty bottle with 5ml of 99% ethyl/ethanol alcohol. 
Shake to fully rinse the inner surface of the bottle and then 
empty it. Refill with another 5ml of ethyl/ethanol alcohol, 
and then run the device until the alcohol runs out.

Q3: I feel like it stops running sometimes, what has 

happened?

Please refer to section 4 for ‘mist level explained’. The 
device is able to automatically optimize atomizing/pausing 
according to mist level. 

Q4: How long does it take to fully charge the device?

Normally 3-5 hours. 
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Thank you for choosing our waterless essential oil aroma 

diffuser. With the latest cold diffusion technology, it 

converts essential oil into nano vapor to approximately

1-3 microns without using heat or water. The diffusing 

process does not damage the molecular structure,

therefore maintaining its therapeutic properties for easier 

absorption into the body. It is easier, more hygienic 
and safer. We make it compact enough for you to fit it 

into your car cup holders so that you may take it with you 

wherever you go. 

As it is compatible with the majority of essential oil bottles 

available, it gives you the freedom to choose from a wide 

range of fragrances that soothe you, relax you, or refresh 

you in a variety of situations. Using it with sanitizing 

essential oils can improve unpleasant odors and help 

purify the air around it. 

Cautions What’s in the Box

Standard Oil Bottle Spare Kit

 20ml

Touch Button and Info Display

Inverted

Tilted

Diffuser Nozzle Charging Cable

USB-C

Overview1 2 3 4

Improper placement of the diffuser 
when an essential oil bottle is installed 
might cause oil leakage (eg. when the 
unit is tilted at an angle).

3-Level Mist Control
- Tap: set mist level
- Press & hold: turn on/off 
   ambient light 

Orange ambient lightBattery indicator

Timer settings:
- 1/2/4/6H 
- Tap: choose timer
- When the time is finished, the 
  diffuser will turn off. Press & hold 
   power button to turn it on. 

Ambient light indicatorNozzle1 4
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3 6

DO NOT invert or tilt the device once the oil bottle is installed.

DO NOT use it with camphor tree, eaglewood and dried 

orange peel oils.

DO NOT attempt to disassemble the device.

For more quiet use, ensure the unit is 3 feet away.

Keep the device away from children and pets.

The more concentrated the oil, the less diffusing capability.

If you do not plan to use this device for an extended period 

of time, please store the device and the nozzle separately. 

Working Temperature: 4°–104°F / 0 – 40°C

Suggested room size: 300-500 sq. ft.
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Charging

As charging cycles increase, battery life will decrease.

PC/MAC USB port

You may charge from a 5V adapter, PC/MAC USB port, or 

USB interface within your vehicle. Please ensure the use of 

safety-certified charging accessories.
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Normal charging time: 3-5 hours. If the charging 

current is below 1A, it will take longer to fully charge

the device. 

Car USB port Adapter

70mm

12
5m

m

The display will turn off after 30s if no buttons are 

touched. You may tap any button to wake up the 

display. 

Power button

Press & hold for
approx. 1s to 
turn it on/off

Charging

Charging completed

Fully charge this diffuser before using it the first time.
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Max. Oil Capacity: 20ml       Size: 70*125mm

Input: DC-5V/1A                    Battery Capacity: 2000mAh

Rated Power: 1.5W               Net Weight: 300g

Removal: 

Push from the top and lift your finger 

until you hear a “tick” sound. The 

nozzle will stick out. You may simply 

pull it out to change / install a bottle 

of essential oil. 

Installation:

Screw the bottle to the nozzle, and 

then push the nozzle until you hear 

a “tick” sound. In order to install 

properly, look for the “▲▼” sign 
before you push the nozzle. 

Specifications

Q1: How to select the right essential oil?

Use 100% pure essential oils. Resin and thick oil are not 
recommended. Camphor tree, eaglewood and dried orange 
peel oils are prohibited.

Q2: When I change to a new oil, there is mixed smell 

coming from my previous oil. How do I clean the nozzle 

and the bottle? 

Fill the empty bottle with 5ml of 99% ethyl/ethanol alcohol. 
Shake to fully rinse the inner surface of the bottle and then 
empty it. Refill with another 5ml of ethyl/ethanol alcohol, 
and then run the device until the alcohol runs out.

Q3: I feel like it stops running sometimes, what has 

happened?

Please refer to section 4 for ‘mist level explained’. The 
device is able to automatically optimize atomizing/pausing 
according to mist level. 

Q4: How long does it take to fully charge the device?

Normally 3-5 hours. 
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Thank you for choosing our waterless essential oil aroma 

diffuser. With the latest cold diffusion technology, it 

converts essential oil into nano vapor to approximately

1-3 microns without using heat or water. The diffusing 

process does not damage the molecular structure,

therefore maintaining its therapeutic properties for easier 

absorption into the body. It is easier, more hygienic 
and safer. We make it compact enough for you to fit it 

into your car cup holders so that you may take it with you 

wherever you go. 

As it is compatible with the majority of essential oil bottles 

available, it gives you the freedom to choose from a wide 

range of fragrances that soothe you, relax you, or refresh 

you in a variety of situations. Using it with sanitizing 

essential oils can improve unpleasant odors and help 

purify the air around it. 

Cautions What’s in the Box

Standard Oil Bottle Spare Kit

 20ml

Touch Button and Info Display

Inverted

Tilted

Diffuser Nozzle Charging Cable

USB-C

Overview1 2 3 4

Improper placement of the diffuser 
when an essential oil bottle is installed 
might cause oil leakage (eg. when the 
unit is tilted at an angle).

3-Level Mist Control
- Tap: set mist level
- Press & hold: turn on/off 
   ambient light 

Orange ambient lightBattery indicator

Timer settings:
- 1/2/4/6H 
- Tap: choose timer
- When the time is finished, the 
  diffuser will turn off. Press & hold 
   power button to turn it on. 
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DO NOT invert or tilt the device once the oil bottle is installed.

DO NOT use it with camphor tree, eaglewood and dried 

orange peel oils.

DO NOT attempt to disassemble the device.

For more quiet use, ensure the unit is 3 feet away.

Keep the device away from children and pets.

The more concentrated the oil, the less diffusing capability.

If you do not plan to use this device for an extended period 

of time, please store the device and the nozzle separately. 

Working Temperature: 4°–104°F / 0 – 40°C

Suggested room size: 300-500 sq. ft.
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Charging

As charging cycles increase, battery life will decrease.

PC/MAC USB port

You may charge from a 5V adapter, PC/MAC USB port, or 

USB interface within your vehicle. Please ensure the use of 

safety-certified charging accessories.
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Normal charging time: 3-5 hours. If the charging 

current is below 1A, it will take longer to fully charge

the device. 

Car USB port Adapter

70mm

12
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The display will turn off after 30s if no buttons are 

touched. You may tap any button to wake up the 

display. 

Power button

Press & hold for
approx. 1s to 
turn it on/off

Charging

Charging completed

Fully charge this diffuser before using it the first time.
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Specifikace

Maximální kapacita oleje: 20 ml Velikost: 70x125 mm
Vstupní napětí: DC - 5V/1A Kapacita baterie: 2000 mAh
Výkon: 1.5W Čistá hmotnost: 300 g

Max. Oil Capacity: 20ml       Size: 70*125mm

Input: DC-5V/1A                    Battery Capacity: 2000mAh

Rated Power: 1.5W               Net Weight: 300g

Removal: 

Push from the top and lift your finger 

until you hear a “tick” sound. The 

nozzle will stick out. You may simply 

pull it out to change / install a bottle 

of essential oil. 

Installation:

Screw the bottle to the nozzle, and 

then push the nozzle until you hear 

a “tick” sound. In order to install 

properly, look for the “▲▼” sign 
before you push the nozzle. 

Specifications

Q1: How to select the right essential oil?

Use 100% pure essential oils. Resin and thick oil are not 
recommended. Camphor tree, eaglewood and dried orange 
peel oils are prohibited.

Q2: When I change to a new oil, there is mixed smell 

coming from my previous oil. How do I clean the nozzle 

and the bottle? 

Fill the empty bottle with 5ml of 99% ethyl/ethanol alcohol. 
Shake to fully rinse the inner surface of the bottle and then 
empty it. Refill with another 5ml of ethyl/ethanol alcohol, 
and then run the device until the alcohol runs out.

Q3: I feel like it stops running sometimes, what has 

happened?

Please refer to section 4 for ‘mist level explained’. The 
device is able to automatically optimize atomizing/pausing 
according to mist level. 

Q4: How long does it take to fully charge the device?

Normally 3-5 hours. 

Bottle Installation5 7 FAQ8 Warning9

Thank you for choosing our waterless essential oil aroma 

diffuser. With the latest cold diffusion technology, it 

converts essential oil into nano vapor to approximately

1-3 microns without using heat or water. The diffusing 

process does not damage the molecular structure,

therefore maintaining its therapeutic properties for easier 

absorption into the body. It is easier, more hygienic 
and safer. We make it compact enough for you to fit it 

into your car cup holders so that you may take it with you 

wherever you go. 

As it is compatible with the majority of essential oil bottles 

available, it gives you the freedom to choose from a wide 

range of fragrances that soothe you, relax you, or refresh 

you in a variety of situations. Using it with sanitizing 

essential oils can improve unpleasant odors and help 

purify the air around it. 

Cautions What’s in the Box

Standard Oil Bottle Spare Kit

 20ml

Touch Button and Info Display

Inverted

Tilted

Diffuser Nozzle Charging Cable

USB-C

Overview1 2 3 4

Improper placement of the diffuser 
when an essential oil bottle is installed 
might cause oil leakage (eg. when the 
unit is tilted at an angle).

3-Level Mist Control
- Tap: set mist level
- Press & hold: turn on/off 
   ambient light 

Orange ambient lightBattery indicator

Timer settings:
- 1/2/4/6H 
- Tap: choose timer
- When the time is finished, the 
  diffuser will turn off. Press & hold 
   power button to turn it on. 

Ambient light indicatorNozzle1 4

2 5

3 6

DO NOT invert or tilt the device once the oil bottle is installed.

DO NOT use it with camphor tree, eaglewood and dried 

orange peel oils.

DO NOT attempt to disassemble the device.

For more quiet use, ensure the unit is 3 feet away.

Keep the device away from children and pets.

The more concentrated the oil, the less diffusing capability.

If you do not plan to use this device for an extended period 

of time, please store the device and the nozzle separately. 

Working Temperature: 4°–104°F / 0 – 40°C

Suggested room size: 300-500 sq. ft.
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This device is compatible with 5/10/15/20ml bottles. 
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Charging

As charging cycles increase, battery life will decrease.

PC/MAC USB port

You may charge from a 5V adapter, PC/MAC USB port, or 

USB interface within your vehicle. Please ensure the use of 

safety-certified charging accessories.
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Normal charging time: 3-5 hours. If the charging 

current is below 1A, it will take longer to fully charge

the device. 

Car USB port Adapter

70mm
12

5m
m

The display will turn off after 30s if no buttons are 

touched. You may tap any button to wake up the 

display. 

Power button

Press & hold for
approx. 1s to 
turn it on/off

Charging

Charging completed

Fully charge this diffuser before using it the first time.

Atomizer

User Manual

SCENTA 
Nebulizing Aroma Diffuser

Level 1

15 seconds of diffusing, then a pause of 165s

Mist Level Explained

Level 2

1 minute of diffusing, then a pause for 2 min

Level 3

2 minutes of diffusing, then a pause for 1 min

Low battery alert 

Blinks 10 times and then shuts down

Battery running normally 

Stays green

Ambient light on

5

If you have any questions or concerns about your new product, 
please feel free to contact our Customer Service Team.

CUSTOMER SUPPORT

support@airversa.com

www.airversa.com
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FAQ

Otázka 1: Jak vybrat správný olej?

Používejte 100% čistý esenciální olej. Pryskyřicový a husté 
oleje nejsou doporučeny. Zakázané oleje - Kafrový olej, 
Eaglwood olej a olej ze sušené pomerančové kůry!

Otázka 2: Když změním na novou vůni oleje, smíchá se 
s vůní předchozího používaného oleje. Jak Vyčistím 
trysku a nádobu?

Naplňte nádobu 5-ti ml 99% ethylem nebo ethanol 
alkoholem. Protřepejte, aby došlo k úplnému opláchnutí 
vnitřního povrchu nádoby a poté ji vyprázdněte. Naplňte 
znovu 5 ml jiným ethylem nebo ethanol alkoholem a potom 
spusťte zařízení dokud nedojde alkohol.

Otázka 3: Občas mám pocit, že přestane difuzér 
fungovat jakoby se zastavil, co se mohlo stát?

Vysvětlení k stupňům mlhy naleznete v části č. 4. Zařízení je 
schopno automaticky optimalizovat atomizaci / pauzu podle 
úrovně mlhy.

Otázka 4: Jak dlouho trvá, než se přístroj plně nabije?

Bežně 3-5 hodin.
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Charging

As charging cycles increase, battery life will decrease.

PC/MAC USB port

You may charge from a 5V adapter, PC/MAC USB port, or 

USB interface within your vehicle. Please ensure the use of 

safety-certified charging accessories.
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Normal charging time: 3-5 hours. If the charging 

current is below 1A, it will take longer to fully charge
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The display will turn off after 30s if no buttons are 

touched. You may tap any button to wake up the 
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Power button

Press & hold for
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Charging

Charging completed

Fully charge this diffuser before using it the first time.
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Varování

Nesprávné zacházení a umístění difuzéru, 
nebo špatná instalace nádoby s esenciálním 
olejem může způsobit únik oleje (např. když 
jsou jednotky nakloněny pod úhlem).
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diffuser. With the latest cold diffusion technology, it 

converts essential oil into nano vapor to approximately

1-3 microns without using heat or water. The diffusing 

process does not damage the molecular structure,

therefore maintaining its therapeutic properties for easier 

absorption into the body. It is easier, more hygienic 
and safer. We make it compact enough for you to fit it 

into your car cup holders so that you may take it with you 

wherever you go. 

As it is compatible with the majority of essential oil bottles 

available, it gives you the freedom to choose from a wide 

range of fragrances that soothe you, relax you, or refresh 

you in a variety of situations. Using it with sanitizing 

essential oils can improve unpleasant odors and help 

purify the air around it. 

Cautions What’s in the Box

Standard Oil Bottle Spare Kit

 20ml

Touch Button and Info Display

Inverted

Tilted

Diffuser Nozzle Charging Cable

USB-C

Overview1 2 3 4

Improper placement of the diffuser 
when an essential oil bottle is installed 
might cause oil leakage (eg. when the 
unit is tilted at an angle).

3-Level Mist Control
- Tap: set mist level
- Press & hold: turn on/off 
   ambient light 

Orange ambient lightBattery indicator

Timer settings:
- 1/2/4/6H 
- Tap: choose timer
- When the time is finished, the 
  diffuser will turn off. Press & hold 
   power button to turn it on. 

Ambient light indicatorNozzle1 4

2 5

3 6

DO NOT invert or tilt the device once the oil bottle is installed.

DO NOT use it with camphor tree, eaglewood and dried 

orange peel oils.

DO NOT attempt to disassemble the device.

For more quiet use, ensure the unit is 3 feet away.

Keep the device away from children and pets.

The more concentrated the oil, the less diffusing capability.

If you do not plan to use this device for an extended period 

of time, please store the device and the nozzle separately. 

Working Temperature: 4°–104°F / 0 – 40°C

Suggested room size: 300-500 sq. ft.
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This device is compatible with 5/10/15/20ml bottles. 
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Charging

As charging cycles increase, battery life will decrease.

PC/MAC USB port

You may charge from a 5V adapter, PC/MAC USB port, or 

USB interface within your vehicle. Please ensure the use of 

safety-certified charging accessories.
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Normal charging time: 3-5 hours. If the charging 

current is below 1A, it will take longer to fully charge

the device. 

Car USB port Adapter

70mm

12
5m

m

The display will turn off after 30s if no buttons are 

touched. You may tap any button to wake up the 

display. 

Power button

Press & hold for
approx. 1s to 
turn it on/off

Charging

Charging completed

Fully charge this diffuser before using it the first time.
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15 seconds of diffusing, then a pause of 165s

Mist Level Explained

Level 2

1 minute of diffusing, then a pause for 2 min

Level 3

2 minutes of diffusing, then a pause for 1 min

Low battery alert 

Blinks 10 times and then shuts down

Battery running normally 

Stays green

Ambient light on
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Max. Oil Capacity: 20ml       Size: 70*125mm

Input: DC-5V/1A                    Battery Capacity: 2000mAh

Rated Power: 1.5W               Net Weight: 300g

Removal: 

Push from the top and lift your finger 

until you hear a “tick” sound. The 

nozzle will stick out. You may simply 

pull it out to change / install a bottle 

of essential oil. 

Installation:

Screw the bottle to the nozzle, and 

then push the nozzle until you hear 

a “tick” sound. In order to install 

properly, look for the “▲▼” sign 
before you push the nozzle. 

Specifications

Q1: How to select the right essential oil?

Use 100% pure essential oils. Resin and thick oil are not 
recommended. Camphor tree, eaglewood and dried orange 
peel oils are prohibited.

Q2: When I change to a new oil, there is mixed smell 

coming from my previous oil. How do I clean the nozzle 

and the bottle? 

Fill the empty bottle with 5ml of 99% ethyl/ethanol alcohol. 
Shake to fully rinse the inner surface of the bottle and then 
empty it. Refill with another 5ml of ethyl/ethanol alcohol, 
and then run the device until the alcohol runs out.

Q3: I feel like it stops running sometimes, what has 

happened?

Please refer to section 4 for ‘mist level explained’. The 
device is able to automatically optimize atomizing/pausing 
according to mist level. 

Q4: How long does it take to fully charge the device?

Normally 3-5 hours. 

Bottle Installation5 7 FAQ8 Warning9

Thank you for choosing our waterless essential oil aroma 

diffuser. With the latest cold diffusion technology, it 

converts essential oil into nano vapor to approximately

1-3 microns without using heat or water. The diffusing 

process does not damage the molecular structure,

therefore maintaining its therapeutic properties for easier 

absorption into the body. It is easier, more hygienic 
and safer. We make it compact enough for you to fit it 

into your car cup holders so that you may take it with you 

wherever you go. 

As it is compatible with the majority of essential oil bottles 

available, it gives you the freedom to choose from a wide 

range of fragrances that soothe you, relax you, or refresh 

you in a variety of situations. Using it with sanitizing 

essential oils can improve unpleasant odors and help 

purify the air around it. 

Cautions What’s in the Box

Standard Oil Bottle Spare Kit

 20ml

Touch Button and Info Display

Inverted

Tilted

Diffuser Nozzle Charging Cable

USB-C

Overview1 2 3 4

Improper placement of the diffuser 
when an essential oil bottle is installed 
might cause oil leakage (eg. when the 
unit is tilted at an angle).

3-Level Mist Control
- Tap: set mist level
- Press & hold: turn on/off 
   ambient light 

Orange ambient lightBattery indicator

Timer settings:
- 1/2/4/6H 
- Tap: choose timer
- When the time is finished, the 
  diffuser will turn off. Press & hold 
   power button to turn it on. 

Ambient light indicatorNozzle1 4

2 5

3 6

DO NOT invert or tilt the device once the oil bottle is installed.

DO NOT use it with camphor tree, eaglewood and dried 

orange peel oils.

DO NOT attempt to disassemble the device.

For more quiet use, ensure the unit is 3 feet away.

Keep the device away from children and pets.

The more concentrated the oil, the less diffusing capability.

If you do not plan to use this device for an extended period 

of time, please store the device and the nozzle separately. 

Working Temperature: 4°–104°F / 0 – 40°C

Suggested room size: 300-500 sq. ft.
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This device is compatible with 5/10/15/20ml bottles. 
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Charging

As charging cycles increase, battery life will decrease.

PC/MAC USB port

You may charge from a 5V adapter, PC/MAC USB port, or 

USB interface within your vehicle. Please ensure the use of 

safety-certified charging accessories.
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Normal charging time: 3-5 hours. If the charging 

current is below 1A, it will take longer to fully charge

the device. 

Car USB port Adapter

70mm

12
5m

m

The display will turn off after 30s if no buttons are 

touched. You may tap any button to wake up the 

display. 

Power button

Press & hold for
approx. 1s to 
turn it on/off

Charging

Charging completed

Fully charge this diffuser before using it the first time.
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Blinks 10 times and then shuts down
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Ambient light on
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Max. Oil Capacity: 20ml       Size: 70*125mm

Input: DC-5V/1A                    Battery Capacity: 2000mAh

Rated Power: 1.5W               Net Weight: 300g

Removal: 

Push from the top and lift your finger 

until you hear a “tick” sound. The 

nozzle will stick out. You may simply 

pull it out to change / install a bottle 

of essential oil. 

Installation:

Screw the bottle to the nozzle, and 

then push the nozzle until you hear 

a “tick” sound. In order to install 

properly, look for the “▲▼” sign 
before you push the nozzle. 

Specifications

Q1: How to select the right essential oil?

Use 100% pure essential oils. Resin and thick oil are not 
recommended. Camphor tree, eaglewood and dried orange 
peel oils are prohibited.

Q2: When I change to a new oil, there is mixed smell 

coming from my previous oil. How do I clean the nozzle 

and the bottle? 

Fill the empty bottle with 5ml of 99% ethyl/ethanol alcohol. 
Shake to fully rinse the inner surface of the bottle and then 
empty it. Refill with another 5ml of ethyl/ethanol alcohol, 
and then run the device until the alcohol runs out.

Q3: I feel like it stops running sometimes, what has 

happened?

Please refer to section 4 for ‘mist level explained’. The 
device is able to automatically optimize atomizing/pausing 
according to mist level. 

Q4: How long does it take to fully charge the device?

Normally 3-5 hours. 
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Thank you for choosing our waterless essential oil aroma 

diffuser. With the latest cold diffusion technology, it 

converts essential oil into nano vapor to approximately

1-3 microns without using heat or water. The diffusing 

process does not damage the molecular structure,

therefore maintaining its therapeutic properties for easier 

absorption into the body. It is easier, more hygienic 
and safer. We make it compact enough for you to fit it 

into your car cup holders so that you may take it with you 

wherever you go. 

As it is compatible with the majority of essential oil bottles 

available, it gives you the freedom to choose from a wide 

range of fragrances that soothe you, relax you, or refresh 

you in a variety of situations. Using it with sanitizing 

essential oils can improve unpleasant odors and help 

purify the air around it. 

Cautions What’s in the Box

Standard Oil Bottle Spare Kit

 20ml

Touch Button and Info Display

Inverted

Tilted

Diffuser Nozzle Charging Cable

USB-C

Overview1 2 3 4

Improper placement of the diffuser 
when an essential oil bottle is installed 
might cause oil leakage (eg. when the 
unit is tilted at an angle).

3-Level Mist Control
- Tap: set mist level
- Press & hold: turn on/off 
   ambient light 

Orange ambient lightBattery indicator

Timer settings:
- 1/2/4/6H 
- Tap: choose timer
- When the time is finished, the 
  diffuser will turn off. Press & hold 
   power button to turn it on. 

Ambient light indicatorNozzle1 4

2 5

3 6

DO NOT invert or tilt the device once the oil bottle is installed.

DO NOT use it with camphor tree, eaglewood and dried 

orange peel oils.

DO NOT attempt to disassemble the device.

For more quiet use, ensure the unit is 3 feet away.

Keep the device away from children and pets.

The more concentrated the oil, the less diffusing capability.

If you do not plan to use this device for an extended period 

of time, please store the device and the nozzle separately. 

Working Temperature: 4°–104°F / 0 – 40°C

Suggested room size: 300-500 sq. ft.
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This device is compatible with 5/10/15/20ml bottles. 
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Charging

As charging cycles increase, battery life will decrease.

PC/MAC USB port

You may charge from a 5V adapter, PC/MAC USB port, or 

USB interface within your vehicle. Please ensure the use of 

safety-certified charging accessories.
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Normal charging time: 3-5 hours. If the charging 

current is below 1A, it will take longer to fully charge

the device. 

Car USB port Adapter

70mm

12
5m

m

The display will turn off after 30s if no buttons are 

touched. You may tap any button to wake up the 

display. 

Power button

Press & hold for
approx. 1s to 
turn it on/off

Charging

Charging completed

Fully charge this diffuser before using it the first time.
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Max. Oil Capacity: 20ml       Size: 70*125mm

Input: DC-5V/1A                    Battery Capacity: 2000mAh

Rated Power: 1.5W               Net Weight: 300g

Removal: 

Push from the top and lift your finger 

until you hear a “tick” sound. The 

nozzle will stick out. You may simply 

pull it out to change / install a bottle 

of essential oil. 

Installation:

Screw the bottle to the nozzle, and 

then push the nozzle until you hear 

a “tick” sound. In order to install 

properly, look for the “▲▼” sign 
before you push the nozzle. 

Specifications

Q1: How to select the right essential oil?

Use 100% pure essential oils. Resin and thick oil are not 
recommended. Camphor tree, eaglewood and dried orange 
peel oils are prohibited.

Q2: When I change to a new oil, there is mixed smell 

coming from my previous oil. How do I clean the nozzle 

and the bottle? 

Fill the empty bottle with 5ml of 99% ethyl/ethanol alcohol. 
Shake to fully rinse the inner surface of the bottle and then 
empty it. Refill with another 5ml of ethyl/ethanol alcohol, 
and then run the device until the alcohol runs out.

Q3: I feel like it stops running sometimes, what has 

happened?

Please refer to section 4 for ‘mist level explained’. The 
device is able to automatically optimize atomizing/pausing 
according to mist level. 

Q4: How long does it take to fully charge the device?

Normally 3-5 hours. 

Bottle Installation5 7 FAQ8 Warning9

Thank you for choosing our waterless essential oil aroma 

diffuser. With the latest cold diffusion technology, it 

converts essential oil into nano vapor to approximately

1-3 microns without using heat or water. The diffusing 

process does not damage the molecular structure,

therefore maintaining its therapeutic properties for easier 

absorption into the body. It is easier, more hygienic 
and safer. We make it compact enough for you to fit it 

into your car cup holders so that you may take it with you 

wherever you go. 

As it is compatible with the majority of essential oil bottles 

available, it gives you the freedom to choose from a wide 

range of fragrances that soothe you, relax you, or refresh 

you in a variety of situations. Using it with sanitizing 

essential oils can improve unpleasant odors and help 

purify the air around it. 

Cautions What’s in the Box

Standard Oil Bottle Spare Kit

 20ml

Touch Button and Info Display

Inverted

Tilted

Diffuser Nozzle Charging Cable

USB-C

Overview1 2 3 4

Improper placement of the diffuser 
when an essential oil bottle is installed 
might cause oil leakage (eg. when the 
unit is tilted at an angle).

3-Level Mist Control
- Tap: set mist level
- Press & hold: turn on/off 
   ambient light 

Orange ambient lightBattery indicator

Timer settings:
- 1/2/4/6H 
- Tap: choose timer
- When the time is finished, the 
  diffuser will turn off. Press & hold 
   power button to turn it on. 

Ambient light indicatorNozzle1 4

2 5

3 6

DO NOT invert or tilt the device once the oil bottle is installed.

DO NOT use it with camphor tree, eaglewood and dried 

orange peel oils.

DO NOT attempt to disassemble the device.

For more quiet use, ensure the unit is 3 feet away.

Keep the device away from children and pets.

The more concentrated the oil, the less diffusing capability.

If you do not plan to use this device for an extended period 

of time, please store the device and the nozzle separately. 

Working Temperature: 4°–104°F / 0 – 40°C

Suggested room size: 300-500 sq. ft.
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Charging

As charging cycles increase, battery life will decrease.

PC/MAC USB port

You may charge from a 5V adapter, PC/MAC USB port, or 

USB interface within your vehicle. Please ensure the use of 

safety-certified charging accessories.
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Normal charging time: 3-5 hours. If the charging 

current is below 1A, it will take longer to fully charge

the device. 

Car USB port Adapter

70mm

12
5m

m

The display will turn off after 30s if no buttons are 

touched. You may tap any button to wake up the 

display. 

Power button

Press & hold for
approx. 1s to 
turn it on/off

Charging

Charging completed

Fully charge this diffuser before using it the first time.
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Max. Oil Capacity: 20ml       Size: 70*125mm

Input: DC-5V/1A                    Battery Capacity: 2000mAh

Rated Power: 1.5W               Net Weight: 300g

Removal: 

Push from the top and lift your finger 

until you hear a “tick” sound. The 

nozzle will stick out. You may simply 

pull it out to change / install a bottle 

of essential oil. 

Installation:

Screw the bottle to the nozzle, and 

then push the nozzle until you hear 

a “tick” sound. In order to install 

properly, look for the “▲▼” sign 
before you push the nozzle. 

Specifications

Q1: How to select the right essential oil?

Use 100% pure essential oils. Resin and thick oil are not 
recommended. Camphor tree, eaglewood and dried orange 
peel oils are prohibited.

Q2: When I change to a new oil, there is mixed smell 

coming from my previous oil. How do I clean the nozzle 

and the bottle? 

Fill the empty bottle with 5ml of 99% ethyl/ethanol alcohol. 
Shake to fully rinse the inner surface of the bottle and then 
empty it. Refill with another 5ml of ethyl/ethanol alcohol, 
and then run the device until the alcohol runs out.

Q3: I feel like it stops running sometimes, what has 

happened?

Please refer to section 4 for ‘mist level explained’. The 
device is able to automatically optimize atomizing/pausing 
according to mist level. 

Q4: How long does it take to fully charge the device?

Normally 3-5 hours. 

Bottle Installation5 7 FAQ8 Warning9

Thank you for choosing our waterless essential oil aroma 

diffuser. With the latest cold diffusion technology, it 

converts essential oil into nano vapor to approximately

1-3 microns without using heat or water. The diffusing 

process does not damage the molecular structure,

therefore maintaining its therapeutic properties for easier 

absorption into the body. It is easier, more hygienic 
and safer. We make it compact enough for you to fit it 

into your car cup holders so that you may take it with you 

wherever you go. 

As it is compatible with the majority of essential oil bottles 

available, it gives you the freedom to choose from a wide 

range of fragrances that soothe you, relax you, or refresh 

you in a variety of situations. Using it with sanitizing 

essential oils can improve unpleasant odors and help 

purify the air around it. 

Cautions What’s in the Box

Standard Oil Bottle Spare Kit

 20ml

Touch Button and Info Display

Inverted

Tilted

Diffuser Nozzle Charging Cable

USB-C

Overview1 2 3 4

Improper placement of the diffuser 
when an essential oil bottle is installed 
might cause oil leakage (eg. when the 
unit is tilted at an angle).

3-Level Mist Control
- Tap: set mist level
- Press & hold: turn on/off 
   ambient light 

Orange ambient lightBattery indicator

Timer settings:
- 1/2/4/6H 
- Tap: choose timer
- When the time is finished, the 
  diffuser will turn off. Press & hold 
   power button to turn it on. 

Ambient light indicatorNozzle1 4

2 5

3 6

DO NOT invert or tilt the device once the oil bottle is installed.

DO NOT use it with camphor tree, eaglewood and dried 

orange peel oils.

DO NOT attempt to disassemble the device.

For more quiet use, ensure the unit is 3 feet away.

Keep the device away from children and pets.

The more concentrated the oil, the less diffusing capability.

If you do not plan to use this device for an extended period 

of time, please store the device and the nozzle separately. 

Working Temperature: 4°–104°F / 0 – 40°C

Suggested room size: 300-500 sq. ft.
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This device is compatible with 5/10/15/20ml bottles. 
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Charging

As charging cycles increase, battery life will decrease.

PC/MAC USB port

You may charge from a 5V adapter, PC/MAC USB port, or 

USB interface within your vehicle. Please ensure the use of 

safety-certified charging accessories.
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Normal charging time: 3-5 hours. If the charging 

current is below 1A, it will take longer to fully charge

the device. 

Car USB port Adapter

70mm

12
5m

m

The display will turn off after 30s if no buttons are 

touched. You may tap any button to wake up the 

display. 

Power button

Press & hold for
approx. 1s to 
turn it on/off

Charging

Charging completed

Fully charge this diffuser before using it the first time.
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Low battery alert 

Blinks 10 times and then shuts down

Battery running normally 

Stays green

Ambient light on
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Max. Oil Capacity: 20ml       Size: 70*125mm

Input: DC-5V/1A                    Battery Capacity: 2000mAh

Rated Power: 1.5W               Net Weight: 300g

Removal: 

Push from the top and lift your finger 

until you hear a “tick” sound. The 

nozzle will stick out. You may simply 

pull it out to change / install a bottle 

of essential oil. 

Installation:

Screw the bottle to the nozzle, and 

then push the nozzle until you hear 

a “tick” sound. In order to install 

properly, look for the “▲▼” sign 
before you push the nozzle. 

Specifications

Q1: How to select the right essential oil?

Use 100% pure essential oils. Resin and thick oil are not 
recommended. Camphor tree, eaglewood and dried orange 
peel oils are prohibited.

Q2: When I change to a new oil, there is mixed smell 

coming from my previous oil. How do I clean the nozzle 

and the bottle? 

Fill the empty bottle with 5ml of 99% ethyl/ethanol alcohol. 
Shake to fully rinse the inner surface of the bottle and then 
empty it. Refill with another 5ml of ethyl/ethanol alcohol, 
and then run the device until the alcohol runs out.

Q3: I feel like it stops running sometimes, what has 

happened?

Please refer to section 4 for ‘mist level explained’. The 
device is able to automatically optimize atomizing/pausing 
according to mist level. 

Q4: How long does it take to fully charge the device?

Normally 3-5 hours. 

Bottle Installation5 7 FAQ8 Warning9

Thank you for choosing our waterless essential oil aroma 

diffuser. With the latest cold diffusion technology, it 

converts essential oil into nano vapor to approximately

1-3 microns without using heat or water. The diffusing 

process does not damage the molecular structure,

therefore maintaining its therapeutic properties for easier 

absorption into the body. It is easier, more hygienic 
and safer. We make it compact enough for you to fit it 

into your car cup holders so that you may take it with you 

wherever you go. 

As it is compatible with the majority of essential oil bottles 

available, it gives you the freedom to choose from a wide 

range of fragrances that soothe you, relax you, or refresh 

you in a variety of situations. Using it with sanitizing 

essential oils can improve unpleasant odors and help 

purify the air around it. 

Cautions What’s in the Box

Standard Oil Bottle Spare Kit

 20ml

Touch Button and Info Display

Inverted

Tilted

Diffuser Nozzle Charging Cable

USB-C

Overview1 2 3 4

Improper placement of the diffuser 
when an essential oil bottle is installed 
might cause oil leakage (eg. when the 
unit is tilted at an angle).

3-Level Mist Control
- Tap: set mist level
- Press & hold: turn on/off 
   ambient light 

Orange ambient lightBattery indicator

Timer settings:
- 1/2/4/6H 
- Tap: choose timer
- When the time is finished, the 
  diffuser will turn off. Press & hold 
   power button to turn it on. 

Ambient light indicatorNozzle1 4

2 5

3 6

DO NOT invert or tilt the device once the oil bottle is installed.

DO NOT use it with camphor tree, eaglewood and dried 

orange peel oils.

DO NOT attempt to disassemble the device.

For more quiet use, ensure the unit is 3 feet away.

Keep the device away from children and pets.

The more concentrated the oil, the less diffusing capability.

If you do not plan to use this device for an extended period 

of time, please store the device and the nozzle separately. 

Working Temperature: 4°–104°F / 0 – 40°C

Suggested room size: 300-500 sq. ft.
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Charging

As charging cycles increase, battery life will decrease.

PC/MAC USB port

You may charge from a 5V adapter, PC/MAC USB port, or 

USB interface within your vehicle. Please ensure the use of 

safety-certified charging accessories.
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Normal charging time: 3-5 hours. If the charging 

current is below 1A, it will take longer to fully charge

the device. 

Car USB port Adapter

70mm

12
5m

m

The display will turn off after 30s if no buttons are 

touched. You may tap any button to wake up the 

display. 

Power button

Press & hold for
approx. 1s to 
turn it on/off

Charging

Charging completed

Fully charge this diffuser before using it the first time.

Atomizer

User Manual

SCENTA 
Nebulizing Aroma Diffuser

Level 1

15 seconds of diffusing, then a pause of 165s

Mist Level Explained

Level 2

1 minute of diffusing, then a pause for 2 min

Level 3

2 minutes of diffusing, then a pause for 1 min

Low battery alert 

Blinks 10 times and then shuts down

Battery running normally 

Stays green

Ambient light on
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If you have any questions or concerns about your new product, 
please feel free to contact our Customer Service Team.

CUSTOMER SUPPORT

support@airversa.com

www.airversa.com


